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It was a fantastic December day to remember for all aboard the headboat “Angler”.  The sea bass bite was solid with the largest at 6 lbs. 11 ozs. 
and the largest flounder at just over 9 lbs!  They found a nice size bluefish as well.  Capt. Chris Mizurak with mates Rich Fouts and Steve Andersen 
have been successful this fall working the natural and artificial reefs.
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The fall action was hot at the Oceanic Fishing Pier by the Ocean City 
Inlet.  Anglers were finding a great mix of keeper flounder, red drum, 
bluefish and this nice tog!

Jayne, Marc  and Jacob Castelluc of Ocean Pines, MD had a fun inshore trip 
aboard the “Oppor-Tuna-Ty Too” with Capts. Ken and Adam Thompson.   
Jacob took top honors landing this nice 24” flounder.  Pictured at the 
former Fisherman’s Marina in West Ocean City.
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2021 is in the books, but it is always fun 
to look back on the year that was!  The 
following is a week by week review 
of the Coastal Fisherman’s Maryland 
report with the issue dates in bold!

May 5, 2021

As we began this fishing season we 
received many reports of large tog 
being caught on crab and sand fleas 
both inshore as well as offshore.  Large 
fish were being caught at the African 
Queen which was the hot spot this 
week.  The Bass Grounds were also 
reporting great catches of tog.  Crab 
was the best producer with clam a 
close second.  The Oceanic Fishing 
Pier reported a few keeper rockfish 
and bluefish.  Big Bird Cropper was 
pulling small rocks and blues by the 
Rt. 50 Bridge as well.  Keeper flounder 
were few and found in the bay behind 
Assateague and by the Verrazano 
Bridge.  Black drum were in the surf 
off of Assateague Island along with a 
few over slot rockfish.
Offshore the cooler weather also 
limited the action.  Normally by this 
week we would have seen yellowfin 
and bluefin tuna and even a mako, not 

so in 2021.
May 12, 2021

A little warmer improved the fishing 
both in the back bays and the near 
coastal waters.  “Fish Bound Charters” 
reported several limits of flounder on 
nearshore deeper wrecks.  Tog fishing 
on the wrecks was still in full swing 
with clam and sand fleas being the 
best baits.  Off the beach at Assateague 
Island remained hot for black drum 
with several above 50 lbs.  These 
anglers were also landing several  
large over slot rockfish.  Even though 
they were not keepers, they are still a 
blast to catch from the surf.
Offshore the water remained cold 
with only a few boats venturing to the 
canyons.  Those that did made long 90 
mile rides south to the Norfolk looking 
for warmer water.  The “Hot Lick” ran 
south and caught the first bluefin tuna 
for the season in 1000 fathoms in the 
Baltimore Canyon.  The “Black Magic” 
released a 75 lb. mako in the same area.

May 19, 2021

Opening day for sea bass was on 
a Saturday and the weather was 

beautiful!  This however resulted with 
the wrecks and reefs being loaded 
with anglers trying to keep a few of 
these delicious fish!  Some charter 
boats chose to dodge the crowds and 
target deeper water in the 100-130 ft. 
range.  Many limit catches were taken 
with some really big knotheads in the 
mix.  Tog fishing remained hot in the 
deeper wrecks with crab being the best 
bait.  The area near the Virginia line off 
of Assateague Island were producing 
nice big black drum.  Fresh bait like 
surf clams were hard to find but worth 
the effort.  A few rockfish were also 
caught off of Assateague and almost 
all were over the slot.
Offshore the colder water continued 
to dampen the action.  Several shark 
releases were reported from the 
Rockpile in 300 feet.  Unlike the week 
before, no tuna to report, however 
anglers on tuna trips did find tilefish 
and sea bass for their efforts.

May 26, 2021

Memorial Day brought warmer 
weather and the back bays came alive.  
Specifically, the bay behind Assateague 
Island was hot for flounder followed 
by the East Channel with a squid 
minnow combo being the best bait.  
Looking to sea bass, the deeper wrecks 
at the Great Eastern Reef and the Jack 
Spot were the key locations.  The rigs 
of choice were fresh clam and butterfly 
jigs.  Rockfish showed an increase in 
catches with most coming from the 
Rt. 50 Bridge using paddle tail jigs 
such as the Roy Rig.   On Assateague 
Island, fresh crab and sand fleas were 
accounting for big black drum as well 
as a few rockfish catches, most of those 
remained over slot.
Offshore - We did get a report of the 
first thresher shark of the season 
caught at the Twin Wrecks that 
measured 81” and 267 lbs.  We were 
seeing more bluefin tuna arrive from 
the Washington.  A few boats were still 
making the long runs to the Norfolk 
Canyons and beyond and found blue 
marlin bites.  One was the “Ro Sham 
Bo” that made a 36 hour trip to the 
Norfolk where they released a blue 
marlin estimated at 500 lbs. and also 
went 2 for 3 on white marlin in the 
Washington.

June 2, 2021

The week began with decent weather 

but ended up with high wind storms 
and extreme tides.  Many boats on 
the east side of the Rt. 50 Bridge were 
sitting on the sand bottom.  Due to this 
extreme tide, fishing the deep channel 
was the best bet for flounder in the bay 
with the bay behind Assateague as the 
hot spot.  Offshore the flounder bite 
was tough.  Sea bass anglers targeted 
the closer in spots due to the weather, 
mainly the “African Queen” and the 
“Bass Grounds”.  A few hearty souls 
did try the Jack Spot and got some 
larger keepers.  Stripers and bluefish 
were around the bay, but still small.  
Craig Cropper did get a couple blues 
over 30” off of the pilings of the Rt. 50 
Bridge.  Red and black drum were now 
running off of Assateague, otherwise 
the surf fishing was slow.
A strong Nor’easter moved through 
the area making the weekend a 
washout offshore.  However, as 
anglers headed out Monday we saw 
that the tuna had fully arrived.  The 
crew of the “Blood Money” landed 
both the first bigeye and yellowfin 
tunas of the season in 66° water.  The 
“Marli” and the “Wrecker” found hot 
bluefin tuna action in the Poor Man’s 
Canyon.  Tilefish continued to be an 
additional catch on the tuna trips and 
we got a report of the first mako shark 
catch of the season.  It was 85” and 187 
lbs. caught at the Fingers in 20 fathoms.  
The “Capt. Ike II” also landed a nice 
309 lb. thresher shark on the 20 fathom 
line.

June 9, 2021

The weather cooled, but the sea bass 
fishing did not, if anything it picked 
up.  The nearshore artificial reefs were 
on fire with sea bass, however due to 
higher pressure from anglers over the 
weeks before, we were seeing a lot 
more throwbacks . Flounder started 
to show up nearshore and the African 
Queen was the top spot.  In the bay, the 
Thorofare topped the list for keepers 
with the bay behind Assateague 
slowing down.  Those fishing the surf 
were finding dogfish, dusky and even 
a sand tiger shark.
With warmer water moving in 
offshore, it was time for the tuna run!  
The Poor Man’s Canyon was where 
almost all the action was with many 
double digit catches of yellowfin along 
with some bluefin tuna.  The first ‘over’ 
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June 30, 2021

Fourth of July saw anglers find a 
slower fishing pace than past weeks 
as the increasing summer crowds 
put on pressure.  Flounder in the bay 
dropped a bit but was respectable and 
the offshore bite for keepers remained 
consistent.  Croaker in small numbers 
were in the bay and on the wrecks 
while weakfish made a surprise 
appearance after being largely absent 
in the past few seasons.  Sea bass 
catches were strong, but those with 
limit catches slowed.  Cobia were to 
be found at the Fenwick Shoals and 
sharks were everywhere nearshore.  
Surf fishing had turned to the normal 
staple of sharks, rays and small blues.
Offshore the tuna bite remained but 
cooled from the large catch numbers 
earlier in June.  They were still to our 
south.  The bigeye were getting bigger 
with a 233 lb. tuna being caught by the 
“Kilo Charlie” and a 235 pounder from 
the “Ro Sham Bo”.  Both were in the 
Washington.  More blue marlin bites 
were reported, and white marlin were 
still hitting on anglers’ tuna spreads.  
Lastly, peanut and small bull dolphin 
were hitting the docks in numbers.

July 7, 2021

Boat traffic on the bays and nearshore 
areas was the heaviest in years.  Early 
morning fishing was the best option 
to avoid the traffic.  The East Channel 
and Rt. 50 Bridge remained the go to 
for keeper flounder in the bay with 
lots of action at the wrecks.  Bigger fish 
as well as sea bass were at the Great 
Eastern Reef.  Capt. Jason Mumford on 
the “Lucky Break” reported sea trout 
and bluefish in the bay.  The Oceanic 
Fishing Pier saw bluefish and trout in 
the evening hours.  Luke Wrye found 
some hardcore action on the west side 
of the Rt. 90 Bridge and got lots of 
double hookups and fish up to 11”.  
Sea bass continued last year’s long 
season and were best at the Jack Spot.  
Triggerfish were also moving onto 
the wrecks, especially at the Fenwick 
Shoal.  Cobia were there as well.
Offshore was tough as it seems mother 
nature pumped the brakes on the heavy 
action in June.  Tuna catches dropped 
to the single digits, mainly from the 
Washington and billfish releases were 
few and far between.  A few highlights 
were the “Talkin’ Trash” getting their 
limit of 18 yellowfin and DJ Johnson 
boating a huge 98 lb. yellowfin both 
from the Poor Man’s Canyon.  “Kilo 
Charlie” had 5 white marlin releases 
from below the Washington; Roy 
Badger caught a 458 lb. thresher shark 
at the Old Grounds and “Reel Desire” 
got a 250 lb. mako in the Poor Man’s.

July 14, 2021

Wind played its hand again, however 
the passing storms seemed to have 
churned up the water and revitalized 
the fish!  Keeper flounder could be 
found just about anywhere in the bays 
and the African Queen continued its 
run as top spot with the Bass Grounds 

bluefins were also reported along 
with some large golden tilefish.  This 
was also the week of the Mako Mania 
Tournament with sharks coming in 
from the Hambone and Fingers.  The 
“Reel Fun” landed a 410.2 lb. thresher 
and the “Gulfstream” took 1st Place 
with a 129.9 lb. mako that was found 
in the Poor Man’s.  Still no reports of 
white marlin.

June 16, 2021

Several storms, some strong with high 
winds made the week difficult.  Ocean 
City near the Inlet was flooded out 
several times.  Even with the weather, 
flounder in the bay was in full summer 
mode.  The main channels were 
showing the effects of the increased 
crowds, however to the north around 
the Rt. 90 Bridge and south behind 
Assateague were giving up keepers.  
On the nearshore, sea bass remained 
good, however with the week’s storms 
it was not as good as last week.  Dogfish 
eating your catch was also a problem.  
At the Rt 50 bridge Craig Cropper and 
his Roy Rig accounted for a few nice 
keeper rockfish and bluefish.  Cobia 
catch reports were coming in from 
near the VA line.
Storms also played with the action 
offshore, however we saw the first 
white marlin of the season caught by 
the “Tuna Fowl” in the Washington 
Canyon.  The warmer water continued 
its march north making the southern 
Poor Man’s Canyon the hot spot with 
reports of yellowfin and bigeye tuna 
as well as our first mahi and swordfish 
for the season from the “Reel Chaos” 
and “Primary Search”.  The “Boss 
Hogg” landed 17 yellowfin in the 
north Washington.

June 23, 2021

While the tuna were hot offshore, in 
the bay flounder remained solid with 
spadefish and sheepshead making 
their arrival.  Flounder were best in 
the Thorofare and at the Jack Spot 
in deeper water.  At the inlet mouth, 
sheepshead and spade fish started to 
show up.  The throwback ratio for 
sea bass was about 10:1 for keepers, 
but there was plenty for those that 
spent the time.  Deeper locations like 
the Twin Wrecks were producing the 
best ratio of keepers.
Offshore we saw dusky sharks as 
well as lots of dogfish around the 
nearshore areas.  The first cobia was 
also reported from the same areas 
as was the first wahoo from the 
Washington.  Yellowfin remained 
strong, still in from the lower Poor 
Man’s through to the Norfolk 
Canyons.  The bigeye bite slowed, 
but those landed were larger.  The 
“Fishizzle” caught a 212 lb. eyeball 
in the Poor Man’s.  On the marlin 
front, the first blue marlin was 
released by the “Blood Money” 
in the Washington Canyon.  As of 
this week, all of the “First Fish” we 
tracked were reported except longfin 
tuna.
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nipping at its heels.  Sea bass remained 
strong late in the season and the cobia 
bite was in full swing.  The Isle of 
Wright and Little Gull Banks were the 
place to find the “Man in the Brown 
Suit”.  Spanish Mackerel were being 
trolled up at the Fenwick Shoal as were 
triggerfish.
Offshore fishing remained tough as 
weather and preparation for the OC 
Tuna Tournament kept crews busy 
with most of the action coming from 
the tourney.  The “Hydrosphere” took 
1st Place in the Tuna Division with a 
233 lb. bigeye at the Washington.  The 
“Big Stick” won big taking Heaviest 
Stringer with a combined 638 lbs. of 
tuna from the Norfolk Canyon over 
the 2 days.  Larger bigeyes were in the 
northern canyons with 100 lb. class fish 
found in the southern ones.  Sharks 
were really cutting into catches down 
south. Billfishing remained tough as 
well, but some blues & whites were 
found in the southern canyons.

July 21, 2021

Flounder, sheepshead, and croaker 
commanded the inshore waters and 
were abundant in the bays and on most 
near shore wrecks.  In the back bays 
anglers needed to work the deeper 
channels to find quality fish.  Large 
Gulp baits on a flounder rig were the 
best baits for both flatfish and sea bass.  
Near shore the Bass Grounds was the 
hot spot.  Fishing mid week is the best 
to miss the heavy weekend traffic.  
Sheepshead were along the rocks of 
the OC Inlet and croakers showed up 
in higher numbers.  Sea bass were still 
around despite the warmer water.
Offshore was a little fickle with a 
southern wind and many boats were 
also prepping for the upcoming White 
Marlin Open.  Mid week was best.  The 
“Rhonda’s Osprey” found 9 yellowfin 
in the Poor Man’s Canyon and several 
boats had success chunking at the Hot 
Dog.  We also had our first reported 
catch of a 61 lb. longfin tuna from the 
Baltimore Canyon completing the 
“First Fish” chart!  Billfishing was still 
spotty, however a highlight was some 
sailfish released in the Washington.

July 28, 2021

The steady west wind made for a 
buggy weekend on the water.  For 
those who braved the biting flies 
they found most wrecks filled with 
triggerfish, flounder, and croaker.  
Near the Verrazano Bridge trout and 
redfish were around and would eat 
a well placed swim bait or bucktail.  
Sharks and cobia remained pretty 
strong offshore with dusky sharks 
being the prime shark caught when 
chumming for cobia.  Deeper areas 
like the Jack Spot and Great Eastern 
Reef were still good for sea bass.
Offshore saw generally good fishing 
with moderate weather.  Earlier in the 
week saw the tuna and white marlin 
bite turn on, only to moderate again 
as we approached the Huk Big Fish 
Classic.  Top tourney fish for 2021 was 

a 301 lb. swordfish caught by the “Reel 
One” in the Washington Canyon.  
Yellowfin tuna dominated the tuna 
catch with most on the smaller end 
with a notable exception being an 111 
pounder caught by the “Chaser” in 
the Spencer Canyon!  Billfish catches 
were dominated by the swordfish due 
to the tournament, and marlin fishing 
remained spotty.

August 4, 2021

Light winds and crowded water 
ended up slowing the bite in the bays 
and nearshore.  Keeper flounder could 
be found with some work in the main 
channels and in the deeper holes by 
the OC Airport.  The same was true 
at the offshore sites.  John Foreman 
caught a trophy 28.5” flounder in the 
back bay.  The key was to find an area 
with less boat traffic.  Spadefish and 
sheepshead were on the rocks at the 
Inlet and the deep hole at the end of 
the south side jetty.  Black drum were 
again in the surf off of Assateague and 
were in the mid 40 lb. range.
As we were in full tournament season, 
the offshore fishing was dominated 
by the start of the White Marlin Open 
with 444 boats registered!  For billfish, 
the mid to lower Wilmington Canyon 
through to the Poor Man’s Canyon 
was the place to be.  Captains reported 
releases in the mid single digit for 
white marlin and single blue marlin.  
Big wahoo were showing up at the Hot 
Dog and 19 Fathoms Lump including 
a 92 lb. speedster caught by the “That’s 
Right”.  Bigeye once again dominated 
the notable tuna action with several 
fish in the mid 200 lbs.  Mahi were 
still bailer to small gaffers up to 20 lbs. 
mostly from the Wilmington.

August 11, 2021

One of the busiest summer weeks was 
the White Marlin Open week.  It even 
impacted the bay as over 400 boats 
moved from their slips to the ocean and 
hopefully back to the scales at Harbor 
Island.  This churns up the water from 
the Rt. 90 bridge to the inlet.  Flounder 
anglers had more success north of the 
bridge up to and in the Fenwick Ditch.  
On the nearshore reefs & wrecks the 
flounder and sea bass was consistent 
with some really impressive sea bass 
catches.  The headboat “Judith M” 
had several trips catching blackfish, 
triggerfish and flounder, however 
schools of sea robins did make it 
difficult at times.
It was a heck of a week for fishing 
in the canyons with some amazing 
catches being reported from the White 
Marlin Open.  There were lots of whites 
weighed and the winning one was 
85.5 lbs. and 76” caught on the “Sushi” 
deep in the Norfolk Canyon.  Their 
payout set a new tournament record 
at $3,238,160.  The top blue marlin was 
from the “Seven” with their 775 lb. 
winner from west of the Wilmington 
Canyon in only 300’.  The boat also 
took the top spot for tuna with a 137 
lb. bigeye from the Wilmington as 
well.  The mahi were in the low 30 lb. 

range and several wahoo made it to 
the docks with 1st Place going to the 
“El Azul” for an 84 lb. fish.

August 18, 2021

The bays had just about every species 
you could want; sheepshead, redfish, 
croaker, flounder and trout were 
biting.  The action was still to the 
north and south of the inlet as the on 
going tournament action kept the area 
from Bahia Marina to the inlet very 
busy.  Warmer than average water 
also helped with some of the best 
weakfish landings in years.  Sea trout 
and redfish were also on the rise.  The 
Ocean Pines Flounder Tournament 
was won by Brandon Miller with 
an impressive 25”, 7 lb. flattie.  Sea 
bass, which are normally gone by 
now, remained in good numbers and 
kingfish dominated the slow action in 
the surf.
Offshore the bite was tough for the first 
half of the week but picked up towards 
the weekend just in time for the Capt. 
Steve Harman’s Poor Girls Open.  
Team “Cocktails and Canyons” on 
the “Big Stick” took top honors with 8 
white marlin and 1 blue marlin release 
from the Poor Man’s.  The majority of 
our reports had billfish moving north 
and in deep water to the east and 
southeast of the Poor Man’s Canyon.  
Depth was consistent at 1000-1400 
fathoms so some diesel was burned 
that week!  Tuna were in the Baltimore 
and down to the Rock Pile.  The catch 
was mainly yellowfin in the 35 - 50 
lb. range, however a few bigeye were 
being found in the Baltimore Canyon.  
A lot of wahoo action were reported 
with fish in the 40-50 lb. range. The 
mahi bite remained strong but mainly 
for smaller fish.

August 25, 2021

Flounder in the back bays was the 
best we have seen in years.  The 
East Channel and off of the 2nd 
Street bulkhead were the place to be.  
The headboat “Bay Bee” reported 
numerous citation flounder catches 
as well as tons of croakers.  Sea trout 
and redfish were caught near the 
Verrazano Bridge.  The African Queen 
and cable piles defined the odds and 
continued to yield keeper sea bass.  
Many deeper wrecks were holding 
lots of triggerfish. 
Offshore the action was dominated 
by the MidAtlantic Tournament.  
Blue marlin was the top action.  The 
“Billfisher” brought in a huge 1,135 lb. 
blue marlin to the scales from below 
the Washington Canyon setting both 
a tourney record and a new record 
for Maryland.  The “Wolverine” also 
boated a 958 lb. blue from between the 
Spencer and Wilmington Canyons.  
Bigeye tuna were being caught in the 
100-175 lb. range, however the “Pipe 
Dreamer” found a pair of over 200 lb. 
eyeballs in the Wilmington.  Mahi were 
most likely caught trolling open water 
off the Baltimore Canyons and some 
big wahoo were found a little more 
inshore at the Fingers and Sausages.

September 1, 2021
Labor Day week saw good fishing 
from the week before despite high 
temps and a west wind bringing 
biting flies.  Headboats reported nice 
catches with flounder up to 26”.  The 
East Channel remained the top spot.  
Nearshore almost every site had a 
flatfish or two, but the African Queen 
kept the title for top spot.  Most stripers 
caught were small, but local experts 
Shawn Flaherty and Big Bird Cropper 
managed to pull two 30” stripers 
from the Rt. 50 Bridge and a 29” 
bluefish.  Headboats like the “Angler” 
continued to see mixed catches of sea 
bass, flounder and mahi.
Offshore the blue marlin bite was 
some of the best we have ever seen.  
Mainly in the Baltimore and Poor 
Man’s Canyons, but it did cool by the 
weekend.  White marlin fishing on 
the other hand was spotty.  The tuna 
were still running with lower catch 
numbers during the week, however 
the weekend picked up with boats 
reporting 5 or 6 yellowfins per trip.  
It was prime mahi season and boats 
were coming back with 40+ fish from 
spots like the Hot Dog, Jack Spot and 
Fingers.  Wahoo were active with fish 
up to 84 lbs. being boated mostly in the 
Baltimore Canyon.

September 8, 2021
The remnants of Hurricane Ida rolled 
up from the south and kept many on 
shore for a couple days.  Before and 
after the blow up, the fishing was 
good.  Best chance for keeper flounder 
were the Thorofare in the bay or at 
the Marine Electric site offshore.  The 
northern and southern areas of the 
bay were flush with croaker.  The 
“Lucky Break” was indeed lucky and 
landed an early 25” redfish at the 
inlet.  The headboat “Judith M” and 
others shared that the Bass Grounds 
continued to offer keeper flounder, 
triggerfish and even sea bass!
Offshore was tough for marlin with 
most drawing a blank for their efforts.  
Two notable exceptions were the “Big 
Stick” with 5 white and 1 blue marlin 
releases with the “Primary Search” 
and “Blood Money” both releasing 
3 whites and a blue.  Most of the 
action was east of the Poor Man’s and 
Washington Canyons.  Tuna remained 
consistent with mostly yellowfins in 
the 40 to 50 lb. range being reported.  
The Rockpile was a hot spot.  An 
exception was a nice 75 lb. yellowfin 
pulled from the Washington Canyon 
by the “Sea Wolf” and a 137.5 lb. allison 
yellowfin on the “Blue Label”.

September 15, 2021
High winds and wave action 
pummeled the coast as Hurricane 
Larry blew by offshore.  Flounder 
was the hot ticket with several trophy 
fish being caught along with sea bass, 
spadefish and triggerfish still ample.  
Outside of the weather, flounder and 
croaker could be had across the bay 
and sheepshead with some spadefish 
remained at the inlet.  Overall the 
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John Lawrence from Hanover PA had a great week of fishing in Ocean City. He caught two throwback flounder on 
his son’s boat in the bay and some nice croaker and spot while surf fishing, his first time ever! And last but not least, 
he was part of the family charter on the boat “Spring Mix” that caught these 38 nice mahi with sons Greg Lawrence, 
David Lawrence, grandson Dylan Lawrence and Todd Herman.  Not bad for someone two months shy of 88 years 
young!

Great Eastern Reef was the place to be 
nearshore for flatfish and continuing sea 
bass run!  Red drum and some pompano 
were showing up in the surf.
Before the bad weather the mahi 
bite slowed a bit and marlin fishing 
remained tough.  Captains did find fish 
in the Poor Man’s and the Baltimore 
Canyons.  Tuna, specifically yellowfin, 
remained strong with multiple hookups 
common.  A notable catch was a 113 lb. 
allison yellowfin tuna caught on the 
“Primary Search” in the Washington.  
While most mahi were bailer or peanut 
sizes, a 58 lb. bull mahi was caught by 
Brad Brin.  Lastly the “Game Changer” 
found a 72”, 97.5 lb. wahoo in the Poor 
Man’s.

September 22, 2021
We ended our season of the magazine 
with exceptional fishing.  Big flounder 
were everywhere inshore and offshore.  
Keeper sea bass were still there and the 
wrecks and reefs were full of sheepshead 
and triggerfish!  Rockfish were beginning 
to show up in the bay and surf, but still 
small and spanish mackerel were in 
the surf.  This bite actually continued 
through October and early December 
making for a great fall season.
Offshore saw swordfishing in full 
swing in the Washington, however the 
hot tuna bite drew anglers’ attention 
to chunking!  The tuna also kept biting 
through October with some epic catches 
showcased in this issue.  §
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The team on the “King and I” repeated as champions in the coveted Marlin Division at the 27th Annual El Salvador International Billfish 
Tournament.  They also were 2nd Place in the total Billfish Division.  Local angler Bill Pino and owner of Squidnation werew joined by 
teammates JP Ramos, Coco Morales, Danilo Sikahall and Carlos Monteros along with Capt. Victor Ceballos and mates Ronal Morales, Sergio 
Alvarado, Alejandro  Bonilla, Zuleey Hernandez and owner Adan Ramo.
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There was an unprecedented tuna run in early October and anglers John 
Centrella, Todd Willard and Andy Strine took full advantage.  Capt. Andrew 
Dotterweicht with mate Jake Emche had the crew in the Washington 
Canyon and got to their boat limit by 10AM.  Pictured at Sunset Marina.

Brendan Medairy had a good reason to smile!  He had luck with finger 
mullet off the Ocean City beach to land this 27” red drum from the 
surf in the middle of November.  He also caught a 22.5” drum a few 
days later!
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Capt. Nick Parks took his last trip of the season on the “Reel Gi” on November 17th looking for some tuna.  Optimism was high given a warm 
water forecast, but we all know those aren’t always right!  The best they found that day was 61°, however they did have 1 bite and angler Kyle 
Shipp made sure they got one fish, a swordfish!  Rounding out the crew were mates Howard Todd and JW Muir.
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Jules Mister tore it up in early October catching these 3 keeper tautog 
while fishing with sand fleas at the Outer Wall in Lewes, Delaware!

The “Flyin’ Late” found our new Heaviest Bigeye for 2021 in mid October 
when Mike Robertson landed this 261 lb. beast while chunking in the 
Washington Canyon.  Mike and Capt. Nathan Lager also boated a 205 lb. 
bigeye and 3 yellowfin tunas. All fish weighed at Sunset Marina.

Fisherman United Ocean City presents it’s $7,000 award check to Capt. 
Corbin Ensor of the “Tunafowl” for catching the first white marlin of the 
2021 season. Picture with Corbin are the Fisherman United Ocean City 
sponsors Dave Messick (Unscene Productions), Brian Tinkler (Sunset 
Marina), Rolfe Gudelsky (Ocean City Fishing Center), Earl Conley (Bank 
of Ocean City), Shawn Harman (Bahia Marina) and Larry Budd (Coastal 
Fisherman).  Pictured at the Ocean City Marlin Club in West OC.
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Kelsey Manning of Ocean City, MD is all smiles after landing and releasing her first white marlin!  She was fishing on the private boat 
“The Chaser” in the Washington Canyon with Capt. Dale Gurgo and mates Shane Surcency and Wyatt Melocik.
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Capt Todd Kurtz with mate Kevin Kurtz did what they do best... 
raise tuna!  They headed to the Washington Canyon in early October 
and set the anchor for chunking.  Anglers Larry Brown, Kenny Ellis, 
Tommy Emge, Andrew Trostle and Kristin Quinn were quickly put 
to work landing their limit of 18 nice sized yellowfin tuna!  Pictured 
at Talbot Street Pier.

Angler Tony Garey from Columbia, MD started off October with 
a bang when he landed this 50” red drum from the surf off of 
Assateague Island using spot.  No weight on this beauty as she was 
released to swim another day!
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Capt. Willie Zimmerman on the charter boat “Ro Sham Bo” had a good trip in early November deep dropping 
for swords finding these two as well as a boat load of sea bass!   Pictured at the Ocean City Fishing Center.
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This has to be one of the longest mahi we have ever seen!  Local boat owner Chris Kinsley from the “Kilo Charlie” headed down to the Los Sueños 
Resort and Marina in Costa Rica with Brendan Hanley of Pure Lure and ‘Skeeter’ Dolmetsch for a quick weekend in December.  They boated a lot 
of mahi in the 40 lb. class as well as several billfish and rooster fish.
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Angler John Copozzi set our new Heaviest Longfin Tuna for Maryland on September 25th when he landed this 66 lb. longfin at the Baltimore 
Canyon in 100 fathoms.  He and fellow anglers were fishing on the charter boat “Finatic” with Capt. Mark Malamphy and mate Eddie Braxton.  
The crew also landed 2 yellowfin tunas and 4 skipjacks.  Pictured at the Ocean City Fishing Center.
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Addison Lane of Georgetown, DE released her first white marlin in 
September while fishing aboard the “Partnership” with Capt. Mark 
Cropper and mate Spencer Cropper at the Rockpile.  Also, on board 
were Nick Lane, Jon Strickler, and Blair Snyder. 

Brandon Soltes caught a monster of a tautog on December 5th!  He was 
fishing with Capt. Carey Evans on the charter boat “Grizzly” when he 
connected with this massive 27¾” fish at the rocks in the Delaware Bay.  
This one would probably have been released if not for injuries getting 
the fish to the boat.
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After a year or more with limited 
availability of marine electronics 
and associated marine components, 
including boats, it looks like 2022 
will start off like 2021 with continued 
limited availability of many popular 
marine products and the skilled 
labor to work on these systems.

During this time of limited 
availability, many boaters make do 
with existing equipment, performing 
maintenance to keep those systems 
running until replacement are 
available, others settle for their 
second choice, but the best choice is 
to order early and feel lucky when it 
arrives!

Product shortages are an opportunity 
for manufacturers to highlight 
available products that may have 
not been well known and can act as 
a substitute for a preferred product.

One example is the Garmin 
Multifunction chartplotters, like 
the GPSMAP 743xsv, 943xsv and 
1243xsv, these are a step down from 
the top-of-the-line GPSMAP 8600 
series, but come equipped with many 
of the same features and can make 
a great add on unit to an existing 
system or good stand-alone unit. The 
most notable features previously not 
available at the lower price point are 
full networking, OneHelm features, 
built-in wireless and compatibility 
with all modern Garmin accessories.

Another example, when it comes 
to high end electronics like Omni 
style Sonar, the Furuno units became 
backordered this fall, with delivery 

scheduled into spring/summer 
2022.  At this same time, Simrad 
Kongsberg Norway (not the same 
Simrad company as the maker of 
the popular NSS evo chartplotters) 
introduced a new to the market 
Omni sonar, the SY50, which is now 
shipping to the USA.  This new sonar 
does away with the large transceiver 
box and can also operate on DC 
power, great for the larger center 
consoles that don’t want to run the 
generator just to power a Furuno 
Sonar or a sportfish that doesn’t 
want to give up room for the large 80 
lb. transceiver.

It’s not all doom and gloom, for 
example, JL Audio is starting to 
restock their warehouses with 
products, many items that were 
virtually impossible to find last 
spring and summer.  Garmin’s lead 
times are shrinking, Furuno smaller 
MFD (multifunction display) are 
readily available.  It seems that 
many of the marine electronics 
manufacturers are still experiencing 
extended lead times, for items like 
solid state radars and larger MFD- 
both months out.

When supply is constrained, many of 
the manufactures direct the limited 
products directly to the boat builders 
leaving the aftermarket to settle 
for the extra unallocated inventory.  
For example, JL Audio focused on 
supplying its OEM customers (boat 
builders) with product, so a large 
center console with a dozen speakers 
could be completed and sold by the 
boat builder.  Same with Garmin 

and Simrad, allocating to the OEM’s 
before the aftermarket.

One example of thinking ahead, 
a customer who was smart and 
ordered his electronics at the same 
time he ordered a new center console 
received his electronics order on time 
but is now waiting for the outboard 
engine…..

There are many new and innovative 
marine electronics and accessories 
that are readily available that can 
be a great addition to your existing 
system.

ICOM, the popular maker of VHF 
radios, introduced a new model this 
summer, ( with delays) a new VHF, 
the M510 is the same size as the 
outgoing M506 model, yeah! It has 
a color screen, wireless NMEA2000 
connectivity, and like many 
electronics today, a smartphone app.  
Yes, the M510 can optionally connect 
to your smartphone and allow you to 
use your phone as another handset.

Omnisense Systems – the newest 
entrant in the marine thermal 
camera market, while they have 
been at it for a while, they directed 
all their resources for temperature 
detection of humans during the peak 
of the pandemic with their specialty 
systems built for airports and other 
places requiring high volume 
temperature screening.  Omnisense 
Systems manufactures a line of 
marine thermal cameras, similar in 
product range to the popular FLIR 
products, with some new features, 
such as an easy OneHelm interface, 
quickly compatible with many 
modern MFD/chartplotters.

KVH – the marine communications 
company, introduced a new VSAT 
(very small aperture terminal), 
the V30, a 14” dome for voice and 
data.  What makes this new and 

innovative?  It is the first VSAT 
to operate on DC power using a 
compact all-in-one below deck 
antenna control unit/modem.  The 
V30 is fast, up to 6 Mbps download 
speed, fast enough to stream video 
for conference calls.  This is also the 
first VSAT that connects with just 
a single smaller coax cable – great 
for boats with full wire chases and 
reduced installation times.  KVH 
also introduced new price plans for 
all VSAT systems, giving boaters a 
wide variety of plans and allowing 
you to change plans as needed based 
on your usage, including a new 
unlimited plan – available weekly, 
great for those far-flung fishing trips.

If new purchases are not on the 
horizon, updating your GPS 
chartplotters software can bring new 
life into older machines – often giving 
you new features at no additional 
cost.   For instance, Furuno offers 
software for the older TZT2 system 
that dramatically updates the user 
interface and makes it match the 
user-friendly user interface of the 
new TZT3 systems.  One of Garmin’s 
most recent software updates 
adds Mercury SmartCraft Connect 
gateway, including Vessel View page 
and fault code notifications, another 
Garmin software update added 
ability to auto align vessel icon to 
heading or COG based on speed.

While the fall and winter boat show 
seasons are the traditional time for 
new marine product introductions, 
this fall season was light with 
new products, mainly due to 
manufacturers focusing resources 
on production of existing products.  
Garmin did announce a new radar 
this fall, a more powerful Fantom 
solid state radar, the 18x and 24x 
dome models, upgraded to 50 watts 
of power and an optional black 
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dome – a first for Garmin compared 
to the traditional white dome.

A popular system add-on is the 
satellite compass – once priced for 
yachts and large sportfish, now 
available for around $1000.  This is an 
electronic heading sensor that uses 
multiple satellite receivers (antennas) 
inside a single housing to constantly 
calculate the vessel’s heading. 
NOTE: GPS heading or course 
over ground requires the boat to be 
moving and is not often considered 
a valid “source of heading” for 
autopilots, radar overlay and 
other navigational uses.  A satellite 
compass is a great upgrade for those 
who kite fish or drift fish, allowing 
your boat to maintain the correct 
orientation on the chartplotter screen, 
synchronizing the boat’s orientation 
with the chart orientation while 
stationary.  This allows captains to 
put and keep anglers over “the spot” 
and works great in conjunction with 
detailed bathymetric charts such as 
CMOR, Navionics, C-Map Reveal 
and Garmin G3 Vision.  All the 
major chartplotters manufactures 
now offer a satellite compass and 
you can usually interchange brands 
if desired, though calibration may 
require a special tool if not using the 
same brand of chartplotters.  Furuno 
offers the SCX20, Garmin offers 

the MSC 10 and Simrad offers the 
HS60.  These are great and worth 
the cost even if only using it to help 
“straighten” out your autopilot 
operation.

As Chairman of the Board of 
the National Marine Electronics 
Association, I would be remiss if I 
did not mention the annual NMEA 
product of excellence award winners 
announced at the NMEA fall 2021 
conference. NMEA members cast 
votes for their choice of the best in 
each category, this year’s winners 
are:

- Marine VHF—ICOM M605

- Radar—Furuno DRS4DNXT

- Satellite Communications 
Antenna—KVH TracPhone V30

- Multi-Function Display—Garmin 
GPSMAP 8616xsv

-Multimedia Entertainment—
Fusion Apollo MS-RA770

-NMEA 2000 Sensor—Furuno 
SCX20 Satellite Compass

-Marine PC Software—Nobeltec 
TimeZero Pro

-Marine Apps-Utility—Garmin 
ActiveCaptain

-Marine Specialty—Furuno 
CSH8LMK2 Omni Sonar

-Satellite TV Antenna—KVH 

TracVision UHD7

-Fishfinder—Furuno DFF3D Multi-
Beam Sonar

-Marine Camera—Teledyne/FLIR 
M364C

-AIS—Furuno FA170 Class A

-Autopilot—Garmin Reactor 40 
with SmartPump v2

-Remote Monitoring—Maretron 
N2KView

-Safety Device—Garmin GPSMAP 
86sci Handheld

-Commercial—Furuno FAR2228BB 
IMO Radar

-Wi-Fi/Cellular Device—KVH 
TracPhone LTE-1

- Manufacturer of the Year Award - 
GARMIN

-Best New Product Award - 
Shadow-Caster’s Light Commander

-NMEA Technology Award - 
Furuno’s NavNet TZT16F TZtouch 3

If you have any of the above products 
on your boat, you have made a great 
choice, and if you are shopping be 
sure to consider the listed award 
winners.

Plan ahead in 2022 to keep your 
boat up to date with maintenance, 
technology and of course fishing 
gear. Whether safety, maintenance 
or just a desired upgrade, there are 
numerous new technologies and 
products that will help keep your 
boat in good condition and help 
to provide owners, captains and 
anglers a safe and productive fishing 
trip.  §

National Marine Electronic Association 2021 Product Award Winners accept their plaques at their conference in September.
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November saw some great near shore action and angler Rusty Daub got 
his piece of the action landing this doormat flounder while fishing with 
Capt. Walt Hammond on the headboat “Judith M”.  Rusty used squid and 
clams fishing east of the Great Eastern Reef to land this 29” and 8.2 lb fattie.

Charter boat “Boss Hogg” triple dipped in late September catching 
a pair of bigeye tuna, a mess of tilefish and releasing a white marlin.  
Capt. Alex Beane with mates John Griffith and Jack Hannun put this 
group on this pair of 177 lb. and 205 lb. eyeballs.
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The final two weeks of the season on the charter boat “Fin Chaser” were 
outstanding for yellowfin tuna.  York County, PA anglers AJ Lingenfelter, 
with Bob, Morgan, Brian, Larry and Barry Gay landed these 9 fat tuna 
while chunking with Capt. Dan Stauffer  and mate Joey Marowski in the 
Washington Canyon on October 14th.  Pictured at Talbot Street Pier.

It was a thumbs up from Shaun Flaherty after he landed this 26” red 
drum, a personal best for him!  He was fishing with Big Bird Cropper 
off the rocks at the North Jetty near the Ocean City Inlet and fooled 
this one with a bright red Roy Rig.
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EASY FISH STEW

Ingredients:

6 tablespoons extra virgin olive 
oil

1 medium onion, chopped (about 
1 1/2 cups)

3 large cloves garlic, minced

2/3 cup fresh parsley leaves, 
chopped

1 1/2 cups fresh chopped tomato 
OR 1 (14-ounce) can whole or 
crushed tomatoes with their juices

2 teaspoons tomato paste, 
optional

1 (8-ounce) bottle clam juice (or 1 
cup shellfish stock)

1/2 cup dry white wine (such as 
Sauvignon blanc)

1 1/2 pounds firm white fish 
fillets such as halibut, cod, red 
snapper, or sea bass, cut into 
2-inch pieces

Pinch dried oregano

Pinch dried thyme

1/8 teaspoon Tabasco sauce , or 
more to taste

1/8 teaspoon freshly ground 
black pepper, plus more to taste

1 teaspoon salt, plus more to taste

Directions:

Saute the aromatics in olive oil:

Heat olive oil in a large, thick-
bottomed pot over medium-high 
heat. Add onion and sauté 4 
minutes. Add the garlic and cook 

a minute more. Add parsley and 
stir 2 minutes. Add tomato and 
tomato paste, and gently cook for 
10 more minutes or so. 

Finish the soup:

Add clam juice, dry white wine, 
and fish. Bring to a simmer, 
and let simmer until the fish is 
cooked through and easily flakes 
apart, about 3 to 5 minutes. 
Add seasoning — salt, pepper, 
oregano, thyme, and Tabasco. 
Add more salt and pepper to 
taste.

Serve the stew:

Ladle into individual bowls and 
serve.

Great served with crusty bread 
for dipping in the fish stew broth.

EASY SHRIMP ETOUFFEE

Ingredients:

1 1/3 pounds shrimp shelled, 
deveined & clean

1 cup butter 2 sticks

1 cup chopped onion

1 cup chopped green bell pepper

1 cup chopped celery

2 cloves garlic minced

5 Tablespoons all purpose flour

1¼ cup seafood stock

1-1¼ teaspoons salt

½ lemon juiced

¼ teaspoon cayenne pepper to 
taste, optional

½-1 teaspooon Creole/Cajun 
seasoning 

¼ teaspoon smoked paprika

½ cup chopped green onions

¼ cup chopped parsley

Directions:

Melt butter over medium high 
heat. Add bell pepper, celery 
and onions and cook about 5-7 
minutes, adding garlic in the last 
1-2 minutes.

Reduce heat to low and stir in 
flour and salt, stirring to keep it 
smooth. Cook, stirring constantly 
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until flour is lightly browned. 
This should take at least 20 
minutes but can vary.

Add shrimp, stock, lemon juice 
and seasoning. Cook, stirring 
until shrimp are done – about 5-8 
minutes

Stir in green onion and parsley, 
reserving a little if desired for 
garnish.

Serve over rice.

GARLIC BUTTER BAKED 
SALMON

Ingredients:

1 pound (500 g) fingerling 
potatoes, halved (or Yukon 
golds or halved white/red baby 
potatoes)

2 tablespoons olive oil

1 1/2 teaspoons salt, divided

1/2 teaspoon cracked black 
pepper, divided

4 (6 oz | 170 g) skinless salmon 
fillets

2 1/2 tablespoons minced garlic, 
divided

2 tablespoons fresh chopped 
parsley

1/3 cup freshly squeezed lemon 

juice.

1/2 cup melted unsalted butter

3 bunches asparagus, (18 spears, 
woody ends removed)

2 tablespoons dry white wine 
(substitute with 1/4 cup low-
sodium chicken broth)

1 lemon sliced to garnish

Directions:

Heat oven to 400°F | 200°C. On a 
large rimmed baking sheet, toss 
together potatoes with the oil, 1/2 
tablespoon of garlic, 1/2 teaspoon 
salt, and 1/4 teaspoon pepper. 
Spread out in an even layer and 
roast for 15 minutes until they’re 
just starting to soften and brown.

Push potatoes to one side of the 
sheet pan and arrange salmon 
down the center. Rub salmon 
evenly with 1 1/2 tablespoons 
of the minced garlic and 2 
tablespoons of parsley. Add the 
asparagus to the other side of the 
pan. 

Combine 1/4 cup of lemon juice 
and 1/4 cup of the melted butter 
together and pour the mixture 
over the salmon and asparagus. 
Season everything with the 
remaining salt and pepper.

Return to oven and continue 

baking until the potatoes are 
golden and fork-tender and the 
salmon is opaque throughout, 
(about 10 minutes). Optional: 
broil in the last 2 minutes for 
charred edges. 

Meanwhile, in a small bowl, 
combine the remaining butter, 
garlic and lemon juice with the 
wine (or chicken stock). Serve 
with the salmon, veggies and 
lemon slices.

VENISON SHEPHERD’S PIE

Ingredients:

1 tablespoon all-purpose flour

5 tablespoons (2 1/2 ounces) 
unsalted butter, cubed, divided

2 pounds potatoes, peeled and 
quartered

Salt, to taste

Freshly ground black pepper, to 
taste

6 tablespoons milk

1 1/2 teaspoons lard, or meat 
drippings

1 cup chopped onion

1 cup finely diced carrot

1 cup finely diced parsnip

1 cup finely diced celery

1 clove garlic, minced

3/4 cup port, or good red wine

2 cups ground venison
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1 cup beef stock, or chicken stock, 
divided

1 cup chopped white mushrooms

2 tablespoons finely chopped flat-
leaf parsley

1 pinch mace, optional

Directions:

Gather the ingredients. Preheat 
the oven to 375 F

In a small bowl, mash the flour 
with 1 tablespoon of butter and 
place in the freezer.

Make the Mashed Potatoes:

Bring water to a boil in a large pot 
and add the potatoes. Cook until 
they are soft but not breaking up, 
15 to 20 minutes. Drain through 
a colander.  Add the potatoes to 
a bowl and mash with a potato 
masher, ricer, or fork. Add a little 
salt and pepper to taste.  Using 
the same pan you used to boil the 
potatoes, place the milk and the 
remaining 4 tablespoons butter. 
Return to the heat and gently 
warm until the butter has melted.  

Add the potatoes to the pot and 
mix well until you’ve achieved a 
creamy mash. Set aside.

Make the Venison Filling:

In a large and roomy frying pan, 
melt the lard (or drippings). Add 
the onions, carrots, parsnips, and 
celery and saute the mixture for 
5 to 6 minutes.  Add the chopped 
garlic and cook for an additional 
minute. Raise the heat, add the 
port or red wine, and let the 
mixture bubble for 5 minutes, 
or until the wine has reduced.  
Add the minced venison to the 
vegetables and approximately 
1/3 of the beef stock. Cook, 
stirring constantly until all 
the meat is browned.  Add the 
remaining stock, mushrooms, 
and parsley. Season with salt and 
pepper and the mace, if using. 
Cover and cook for 15 minutes 
over medium heat.  Take the flour 
and butter paste from the freezer 
and add it in tiny pieces to the 
pan. Stir constantly until all of the 
flour has dissolved and the sauce 
has thickened slightly, cooking for 
approximately 5 mins.

Assemble & Bake the  Shepherd’s Pie:

Place the venison mixture in an 
8 by 8 by 3-inch deep ovenproof 
dish and cover it with the mashed 

potatoes. Fluff up the surface 
of the potatoes with a fork and 
season again with salt and 
pepper.  Bake in the oven for 30 
to 35 minutes until the surface 
is crisp and browned.  Serve 
immediately and enjoy.

FISH CASSEROLE

Ingredients:

1 tablespoons unsalted butter, 
softened

1 3/4 lbs.  white fish fillet (Tilapia, 
cod, bass, grouper, haddock, 
catfish, snapper)

¾ teaspoon salt

½ teaspoon pepper

4 teaspoons extra-virgin olive oil, 
divided

1 large sweet onion, thinly sliced

½ teaspoon dry thyme, or 1 
teaspoon chopped fresh thyme

Pinch nutmeg

¾ cup dry white wine

2 slices bread, crusts removed 
preferably sourdough or multi-
grain

½ teaspoon paprika

¼ teaspoon garlic powder
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1 cup shredded Gruyere or  Swiss 
cheese

Directions:

Grease 9 by 13-inch casserole 
dish with softened butter. Preheat 
oven to 400 degrees F.

Arrange fish fillet in the prepared 
casserole dish. Sprinkle with salt 
and pepper.

Heat 2 teaspoons oil in a medium 
heavy skillet over medium-high 
heat. Add onion and cook, stirring 
often (adding 1 to 2 tablespoons 
water if necessary to prevent the 
onion from darkening too much) 
until the onion softens and starts 
to brown, 6 to 9 minutes. Stir in 
thyme and nutmeg. Spread the 
onion mixture over the fish. Pour 
wine into the casserole dish.

Pulse bread in food processor 
until coarse crumbs. Drizzle on 
the remaining 2 teaspoons oil and 
add paprika and garlic powder. 
Process to combine until the 
bread is evenly red and moist. 
Sprinkle crumbs over the onion.

Top the casserole with the cheese 
and place in the oven. Bake until 
the fish is cooked through and 
the crumbs are browned, 18 to 22 
minutes. Serve warm.

BRAZILIAN FISH STEW

Ingredients:

Soup:

1 1/2 to 2 pounds of fillets of 
firm white fish such as halibut, 
swordfish, or cod, rinsed in cold 
water, pin bones removed, cut 
into large portions

3 cloves garlic, minced

4 tablespoons lime or lemon juice

Salt to taste

Freshly ground black pepper to 
taste

Extra virgin olive oil

1 cup chopped spring onion, or 1 
medium yellow onion, chopped 
or sliced

1/4 cup green onion greens, 

chopped

1/2 yellow and 1/2 red bell 
pepper, seeded, de-stemmed, 
chopped (or sliced)

2 cups chopped (or sliced) 
tomatoes

1 tablespoon paprika (Hungarian 
sweet)

Pinch red pepper flakes

1 large bunch of cilantro, chopped 
with some set aside for garnish

1 14-ounce can coconut milk

Rice:

1 tablespoon extra virgin olive oil

1/2 onion, chopped

1 clove garlic, minced

1 cup white rice

1 3/4 cups boiling water (check 
your rice package for the 
appropriate ratio of liquid to rice 
for the type of rice you are using)

1 teaspoon salt

Directions:

Coat fish with garlic and lime 
juice.  Place fish pieces in a bowl, 
add the minced garlic and lime 
juice so that the pieces are well 
coated. Sprinkle generously all 
over with salt and pepper.

If you are planning on serving the 
soup with rice, start on the rice.

Bring a couple cups of water to a 
boil. Heat one Tbsp of olive oil in 
a medium saucepan on medium 
high heat. Add the chopped 1/2 
onion and cook, stirring, until 
the onion is translucent. Add the 
garlic and cook for 30 seconds 
more, until the garlic is fragrant. 
Add the raw white rice and stir 
to coat completely with the oil, 
onions, and garlic.

Add the boiling water. (The 
amount depends on your brand 
of rice, check the package. If no 

amounts are given, add 1 3/4 cup 
of water for every cup of rice.) 
Stir in 1 teaspoon of salt.

Bring to a simmer, then lower 
the heat, cover, and let cook for 
15 minutes, after which, remove 
from heat until ready to serve 
with the soup.

Start cooking the onion, bell 
pepper, tomatoes, onion greens

In a large covered pan (such as a 
Dutch oven), coat the bottom with 
about 2 Tbsp of olive oil and heat 
on medium heat.

Add the chopped onion and cook 
a few minutes until softened. 
Add the bell pepper, paprika, 
and red pepper flakes. Sprinkle 
generously with salt and pepper. 
(At least a teaspoon of salt.) Cook 
for a few minutes longer, until 
the bell pepper begins to soften.  
Stir in the chopped tomatoes 
and onion greens. Bring to a 
simmer and cook for 5 minutes, 
uncovered. Stir in the chopped 
cilantro.

Layer vegetables with fish, add 
coconut milk. Use a large spoon 
to remove about half of the 
vegetables (you’ll put them right 
back in). Spread the remaining 
vegetables over the bottom of 
the pan to create a bed for the 
fish.  Arrange the fish pieces on 
the vegetables. Sprinkle with salt 
and pepper. Then add back the 
previously removed vegetables, 
covering the fish.  Pour coconut 
milk over the fish and vegetables.

Bring soup to a simmer, reduce 
the heat, cover, and let simmer 
for 15 minutes. Taste and adjust 
seasonings. You may need to 
add more salt (likely), lime or 
lemon juice, paprika, pepper, or 
chili flakes to get the soup to the 
desired seasoning for your taste.
Garnish with cilantro. Serve with 
rice or with crusty bread.
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The red drum made a run up the beach in early October and angler 
Doug Trei from Waynesboro, PA picked a nice 50 pounder from the 
surf off of Fenwick Island State Park!

While there was a lot of talk about the October tuna run, the mahi were hot 
too!  Capt. Richard Thiel on the “Bullminnow” headed out on the 15th with 
Colby Thiel of Ocean Pines, MD and Jake Carsey from Woodbridge, NJ  
boating 27 gaffer dolphin while jigging at the “Jack Spot”.  Pictured at the 
Ocean Pines Marina.
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You know we have to say it .... It was time for a mixed grill for this crew after a successful day with Capt. Jason Mumford and mate Ethan Nock on 
the charter boat “Lucky Break”!  Anglers Michael Ardent from Limerick, PA, Jim Wagner from North Wales, PA and John Haley of  Willow Grove, PA 
had a great trip to the Ocean City Inlet where they landed two 19” flounder, a 15 lb. black drum, an 11 lb. red drum and a sheepshead all using clams!
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Capt. Michael Burt on the charter boat “Pumpin Hard” got a nice late season November surprise for 
these anglers finding a small bigeye tuna in the Washington Canyon.
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Brandon Soltes caught a monster of a tautog on December 5th!  He was 
fishing with Capt. Carey Evans on the charter boat “Grizzly” when he 
connected with this massive 27¾” fish at the rocks in the Delaware Bay.  
This one would probably have been released if not for injuries getting 
the fish to the boat.

“Covered Up Sportfishing” with Capts. Zach Brunner and Keath Puller with 
mates Jime Frazetti and Dawson Hoover put these two young ladies onto 
their first white marlin releases!  Mickey Bell and Kylee Puller from Anne 
Arundal County, MD found their marlins in the Washington Canyon on 
spreader bars with skirted ballyhoo.  Rounding out the crew were Austin 
Messer (pictured), Adam Messer and Dustin Hoover.  The crew also landed 
a yellowfin tuna and 4 mahi.  Pictured at the Ocean City Fishing Center.
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Capt. Anthony Pino on the charter boat “Blood Money” shared a blue marlin action photo with us from September.  This was angler 
Travis D’Antoni’s first blue marlin catch and it looks like he’s about to jump in the boat! Fortunately mate Marshall Freng has the cockpit 
under control.
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As an angler  who has now 
been poking around this 
planet  for  more than just  a 
couple of  years,  I  often f ind 
myself  ref lect ing back on 
how the f ishing used to be 
back when I  was younger. 
And if  I  happen to have the 
ear of  someone who is  much 
younger than I  (which is 
most  people these days)  you 
can bet  that  my “back in the 
day” stories  are going to be 
about f ish that  were always 
more plentiful ,  bigger,  and 
caught much closer to shore 
than they are today.  At least 
that’s  how a lot  of  us old 
guys l ike to remember the 
f ishing was back then.

But when I  started writ ing 
this  column it  was just  a 
l i t t le  past  Thanksgiving and 
I  was st i l l  in a  “count my 
blessings” frame of  mind and 
so prompted to put together 
a  short  l ist  of  things about 
our local  f ishing that  are 
actually better  today than 
they were in the past .  In the 
process I  real ized that  “yes” 
things are different  today, 
but  maybe they aren’t  al l 
that  bad after  al l !

Tilefish
I  remember back in the late 
70’s  and 80’s  when anglers 
would occasionally shut 
their  boats  down in 50-or-

so fathoms of  water and 
drop l ines down for t i lef ish. 
Without the advantage of 
circle  hooks,  the ultra thin 
braided l ines we use today, 
and electronics that  make 
i t  easy to posit ion a boat 
precisely over a specif ic 
patch of  seafloor,  i t  was more 
than just  a  l i t t le  challenging 
to get  a  bait  in front  of  a  f ish 
l iving in a hole more than 
350-feet  down, let  alone to 
properly impale i t  on a hook 
for the r ide al l  the way up to 
the boat .  There were a few 
local  anglers  who had their 
act  together enough that 
they were able pull  off  some 
nice catches now and again, 
but  i t  was a pretty rare sight 
to see a t i lef ish brought in. 
After  a  while ,  what l i t t le  bit 
of  a  f ishery there was just 
sort  of  col lapsed and catches 
were so meager that  I  think 
everyone just  stopped 
f ishing for them.

Of course all  that has changed 
and now that  technology has 
al lowed anglers  to overcome 
many of  the inherent 
problems associated with 
bottom fishing in such deep 
water,  these days i t ’s  not  at 
al l  uncommon to have more 
than just  a  few boats  return 
to the docks at  the end of  the 
day with coolers  f i l led with 
golden and blueline t i lef ish 

and possibly a few other 
deep sea bottom species. 

The extraordinary 
resurgence of  this  f ishery 
might not  have as much to 
do with there being more 
f ish as i t  is  that  anglers  now 
have better  tools  to f ish 
for  them with.  Precise GPS 
posit ioning,  c ircle-hooks 
that  (even without a  hook-
set)  wil l  latch on and not  let 
go,  and thin braided l ines 
that  have such l i t t le  water 
resistance that  anglers  no 
longer need 10-pounds of 
weight to f ind the bottom 
with.  Of course,  with so 
many anglers  bringing back 
so many t i lef ish each day 
only t ime wil l  tel l  how long 
this  f ishery wil l  continue to 
produce these numbers of 
f ish.

Swordfish
While I ’m on the subject  of 
sending baits  down into the 
abyss,  how about the latest 
craze of  deep-dropping 
for swordfish? When I 
was a kid,  the only way 
recreational  anglers  would 
target  swordfish was to 
try and trol l  a  large r igged 
squid in front  of  one that 
they might spot  cruising or 
“sunning” on the surface. 
Needless to say,  there 
weren’t  a  lot  of  swordfish 
caught back then,  at  least  not 
unti l  anglers  started f ishing 
for them at  night.  With the 
help of  cyalume st icks on 
the l ine to i l luminate baits 
that  were set  anywhere 
from the surface to many 

hundreds of  feet  below the 
boat ,  anglers  were suddenly 
catching more than just  an 
occasional  swordfish.  In 
fact ,  there were enough f ish 
being caught that  for  a  few 
years there was actually 
an overnight swordfish 
tournament that  was run out 
of  Ocean City.  That  al l  came 
to an end when the ( just  l ike 
t i lef ish)  f ishery collapsed 
and swordfish once again 
became a rare and unusual 
catch. 

I  don’t  know who was the 
f irst  to start  deep dropping 
for swords off  Delmarva 
but i t  seemed that  almost 
overnight we suddenly had 
a very viable new fishery for 
swordfish with a relat ively 
high chance for  success!  Of 
course,  this  technique has 
been successful  off  Florida 
for  a  number of  years so i t ’s 
no surprise that  i t  working up 
here as well .  Just  l ike t i lef ish 
f ishing,  much of  the success 
of  deep drop swordfishing 
can be attr ibuted to the 
development of  thin braided 
l ine that  al lows anglers 
to f ish their  baits  at  great 
depths and precisely where 
they need to be.

Sheepshead
I  know I’m showing my age 
here but I  can remember 
when the only reason anglers 
would f ish the inlet  was to 
catch seatrout.  Sure,  there 
would often be a few bluefish 
caught and an occasional 
f lounder,  but  trout were the 
main quarry and throughout 
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Frank Tucker took an early lead in the 2021 Lewes Harbour Marina Annual 
Tautog Tournament this year with this 7.98 lb. tog he caught in late October.  
It held off almost all comers and  took 2nd Place in the Tournament

The Lewes Harbour Annual Tautog Tournament is a month long event 
allowing for broad completion and ups and downs to the leaderboard.  
Gregory Frezetti did just that with this 11.33 lb fish he caught on the 
charter boat “Grizzly” with only 3 days remaining sliding him into 1st 
Place!  He was with Capt. Carey Evans on an ocean structure. 

Angler Jim Mosuly waited until almost the last day to sneak in this tog 
during the 2021 Lewes Harbour Marina Annual Tautog Tournament.  
The 7.37 lbs fish slid him into 3rd Place overall.
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the summer and into the 
fal l  there was some real ly 
good action with f ish that 
would sometimes weigh 
over 8 pounds.  Decent s ize 
seatrout are al l  but  extinct 
these days but who would 
have thought that  their  old 
residence would now be 
populated by sheepshead? 
Unti l  a  decade or so ago 
these black and white crab-
c r u n c h i n g - m u s s e l - e a t i n g 
f ish were rarely i f  ever 
caught around here but 
now from midsummer right 
into the fal l  anglers  wil l 
often enjoy extraordinary 
f ishing for sheepshead that 
sometimes weigh in the 
double digits !

Lots of  stripers
Striper f ishing here on the 
coast  has gone through a lot 
of  transit ions over the years. 
A long while  ago virtually 
no str ipers were caught at 
al l .  Then surf  anglers  would 
grab a few big f ish off  the 
beach in the spring and fal l , 
then the inlet ’s  south jetty 
was a place you could go 
to catch mostly school  s ize 
f ish in the late summer and 
early fal l .  A few years we 
had an excel lent  fal l  run of 
big f ish in the downtown 
area of  the bay.  Eventually 
that  inshore f ishery just  sort 
of  f izzled out but anglers 
started catching the heck 
out of  them by trol l ing lures 
or  even j igging for them a 
mile or  so off  the beach.  But 
as  nothing lasts  forever,  in 
recent  years the fal l  trol l ing 
for  the migratory f ish has 
dwindled down to just  a 
tr ickle of  what i t  used to be.

However,  the good news 
about str iper f ishing these 
days is  that  our coastal 
bays are now home to a 
resident population of  f ish 
that  provide anglers  with 
fun opportunit ies  al l  year. 
Most  of  the f ish in our bays 
are less  than the 28-inch 
minimum size but they’re 
st i l l  a  lot  of  fun to catch 
and there’s  enough big f ish 
in the neighborhood to give 
anglers  a  l i t t le  hope that 
at  any moment they might 
be just  one cast  away from 
catching dinner.  From the 
mouth of  the inlet  to as  far 
up or down the bay as you 
might wish to run,  there’s 
str iped bass in the channels , 

under the bridges,  up in the 
marshes and even under the 
docks at  a  lot  of  the marinas. 

King & Spanish Mackerel
I t  used to be that  you could 
drag spoons around the 
Jack Spot and some of  the 
other shoals  15-20 miles 
offshore and catch the heck 
out of  king mackerel .  But 
then,  a  decade or so ago, 
we went from having a 
great  “kingfish” f ishery to 
virtually “nothing” when 
the f ish just  seemed to 
disappear from Delmarva’s 
waters.  Lack of  bait?  Water 
quali ty? Who knows? But 
for  some reason the kings 
just  quit  on us!

The good news is  that 
kingfish are back and they’ve 
brought their  l i t t le  cousins 
the Spanish mackerel  with 
them. In fact ,  over the last 
couple of  years the Spanish 
macks have come on stronger 
than probably anyone can 
remember.  Even more good 
news is  that  through much 
of  the summer some of  the 
best  Spanish action has been 
within 3 miles of  the beach 
and in some cases anglers 
were hooking them inside 
the inlet !  While the king 
mackerel  haven’t  been as 
incl ined to come in as close 
to the beach,  a  short  hop of 
5-15 miles is  al l  that  anglers 
have needed to have a good 
shot of  gett ing a hook into 
a few.

Cobia
Delmarva anglers  have been 
catching cobia for  years, 
there’s  nothing new about 
that ,  but  unti l  recently cobia 
have almost  always been a 
bycatch made by someone 
who accidental ly hooked 
one while  they were f ishing 
for something else,  or  had 
one unexpectedly swim up to 
their  boat  and they were able 
to get  a  bait  or  lure in front 
of  i t  and got  i t  to bite .  But 
in the last  few years anglers 
have actually been able to 
go out and target  cobia with 
a fair  amount of  success.  I t ’s 
hard to say i f  we now have 
more cobia showing up in 
our waters each summer,  or 
i f  anglers  have just  become 
more proficient  at  making 
the r ight  moves that  wil l  get 
one on a hook -  I  expect  i t ’s 
a  l i t t le  of  both.  Whatever the 

case,  more cobia have been 
landed off  our coast  in the 
last  3  years than probably 
the last  3  decades.

Big Flounder
Ocean City might claim to be 
the “white marlin capital  of 
the world”,  but  I ’m guessing 
that  around here more 
people f ish for  f lounder than 
al l  the other f ish combined. 
And that’s  been going on 
for a  long-long t ime.  In fact , 
my earl iest  recollect ion of 
f ishing is  when I  was a l i t t le 
kid and my father rented a 
boat  at  Capt.  Joe’s  Marina 
(where the Lazy Lizard 
is  now) and we went out 
for  f lounder.  Back then, 
l ike now, local  anglers 
were absolutely crazy over 
f lounder!  Of course,  folks 
intent  on catching f lounder 
have tradit ionally done so 
in our coastal  bay waters, 
which is  st i l l  a  productive 
area to f ind them today. 
However,  part icularly over 
the last  decade or so,  i t ’s 
become common knowledge 
that  i f  you real ly want to 
have a shot  at  catching 
more than just  one or two 
big f lounder in the course 
of  a  day -  you’ve got  to 
get  offshore and drop your 
l ines around a wreck or reef . 
“No” the offshore bite  of 
f lounder is  not  as  consistent 
throughout the season as 
i t  is  in the bay,  and “yes” 
there is  a  need for a  more 
seaworthy boat  in the ocean 
than what is  necessary for 
the bay,  and unlike bay 
f ishing,  sea sickness can be 
a spoiler  for  some folks.  But 
for  those who have the boat 
and the stomach for ocean 
f ishing and are able to hit 
i t  when the f lounder are on 
the structures and hungry - 
the f lounder act ion can be 
phenomenal!

Artificial  reefs
While on the subject  of 
offshore wrecks and reefs , 
i t ’s  probably worth pointing 
out that  no one should take 
for  granted the incredible 
network of  art i f ic ial  wrecks 
and reefs  we have off  our 
coast .  I t  used to be that  i f 
you wanted to f ish a wreck 
you’d head off  in that 
direct ion and hope that 
when you got  close you 
wouldn’t  see another boat 
already on i t  which would 

mean that  you’d probably 
have to run a bunch of  miles 
to another wreck and hope 
i t  wasn’t  already occupied. 
Needless to say,  the hassle 
and frustration of  trying to 
pluck a few fish off  of  one of 
the very few structures we 
had off  our coast  back then 
kept a  lot  of  anglers  from 
even gett ing in the game. 

Thanks to Capt.  Monty 
and the Ocean City Reef 
Foundation those days have 
been gone for  a  long t ime 
and they’re never coming 
back!  We now have so much 
structure scattered around 
offshore that  i f  you head out 
to f ish a particular  piece and 
someone is  already there, 
i t ’s  usually just  a  matter 
of  moving a few hundred 
yards or maybe ½ mile at  the 
most  to set  up on something 
else.  Concrete blocks,  pipes, 
steel  ships,  barges,  Army 
personnel  carriers ,  subway 
cars and so much more 
“stuff” has been strategical ly 
posit ioned at  the various 
reef  s i tes  that  i t ’s  doubtful 
that  in a l i fet ime of  f ishing 
anyone could f ish i t  al l .  For 
many decades this  structure 
wil l  continue to be a benefit 
to the water quali ty,  the f ish, 
and certainly the f ishermen.

These days our boat  motors 
are more rel iable,  electronics 
provide functions we could 
never have even imagined 
was possible,  weather 
reporting is  easier  to obtain 
and more rel iable,  we have 
more and better  equipped 
marinas,  tackle,  and repair 
shops,  fresher bait ,  l i f ts  to 
store our boats ,  and al l  kinds 
of  ways to stay in touch and 
in tune with what’s  going on 
in the f ishing community. 
So when it  comes to f ishing 
around Delmarva “NO” 
things aren’t  what they used 
to be,  they’re not  worse, 
they’re just  different .  There 
are more than just  a  few 
things that  I  real ly miss from 
the way i t  was “back in the 
day”,  but  l ike so many things 
in l i fe ,  when one door closes 
-  another opens.  And after 
looking at  my Thanksgiving 
l ist ,  I ’m thinking we have 
a lot  of  open doors wait ing 
for  us as we move into the 
2022 season.  §
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Another tournament and another record, or should we say records!  On the last day of the 2021 30th Annual MidAtlantic Tournament the brand 
new “Billfisher” from Duffie Boatworks was waiting at the dock for the scales to open.  A large marlin tail hanging out of the transom door gave a 
hint of what was to come!  Capt. Jon Duffie had indead brought a large blue marlin caught by Billy Gerlach deep below the Washington Canyon 
along the 471 line.   Of the over 1000 marlin caught by the “Billfishers” past and present, this it this first blue marlin not released.  At 136.5” and 
1,135 lbs. the blue not only secured 1st Place in the Blue Marlin Division earning a combined $1,167,762 in award money, it also set a new Maryland 
State Record and two tournament records for heaviest blue marlin and biggest single payout.  Fishing with Jon and Billy on that eventful day were 
Jonathan, Judy and Jeremy Duffie with Danny Gough, Chris Weyandt and mate Noah McVicker.  Pictured at Sunset Marina.
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Capt. Willie Zimmerman on the charter boat “Ro Sham Bo”made the most of their last trip of the season from Ocean City on December 1st!  They 
headed out between the Poor Man’s and Washington Canyons and caught 66 keeper sea bass, some blueline tiles and even had a few swordfish 
bites that pulled off.  The prize for the day however was this 40 lb. golden tilefish that mate Daniel Ames muscled up!
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October was a surprise month for tuna last year. Delaware anglers 
Ralph Short from Lewes, Nick Vavala of Rehoboth, Dave Spencer from 
Wilmington and Dan Kulesza of Smyrna headed out to the Washington 
Canyon late in the month with Capts. Adam Thompson and Eddie 
Quick on the “Oppor-Tuna-Ty Too” and were rewarded with 10 nice 
yellowfin tuna.

Young son Grady had a nice trip with his dad and grandfather in 
November reeling in this 3.88 lb. puppy drum.  Pictured at Lewes 
Harbour Marina.
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Heroes come from all parts of society and this group comes from Ocean Pines and Ocean City. They are the captains and mates who provide hours 
of fun and relaxation for families of Believe in Tomorrow who have children with life threatening illnesses.  Believe in Tomorrow and The Children’s 
House by the Sea and it’s director, Wayne Littleton with many community volunteers provide respite housing for the families throughout the summer 
season along with daily activities.  This program which has been running for 18 years has provided hundreds of trips, with 32 completed in 2021.  
Pictured are Steve Fingles, Carl Brown, John Dilworth, John O’Dell, Joan O’Dell, Chuck Elder, Paul Fohner, Ken Thompson, Scott Carstairs, Jimmy 
Atchison, Mary Ann Atchison.  Captains missing from photo;  Ricky Kerrigan, John Nowak, Jack Tellman, Fred Stiehl, Claude Lewis.
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Mallari General Contracting of Bear, DE made the most of a company 
fishing trip!  Boss man Nino Mallari with his team of Pedro Donato, 
Freddy Mallari, Jay Romas and George Almerol  got their 5 man limit of 
20 flounder using sea robin for bait.  The largest fish was 6 lbs.  Pictured 
at Hook’em & Cook’em at the Indian River Marina.

The surf was the place to be for red drum in early October last year!  
Ryan Malone from Bel Air, MD fished late into the night on Assateague 
Island to catch this big red drum using cut kingfish.  He was so excited 
they forgot to measure and weigh it!
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Old Inlet Bait & Tackle hosted the 24th Annual Seashore Fall Surf Fishing Classic in September where 280 anglers competed for cash awards, 
prizes and the coveted Bronze Trophies!  This years Open Division winners were 1st Place John Anderson with 242 points receiving $800 and 
the big trophy!; 2nd Place Acie Mankins with 235 points received $600 and a bronze trophy; 3rd Place Morty Morton with 184 points took home 
a trophy and $400 and 4th Place Scott Aiken with 176 points secured $200 and a new Okuma Rod.  5th Place through 20th also received prizes.

Donna Guttridge took top honors with 108 points in the Women’s 
Division of the 24th Annual Delaware Seashore Fall Surf Classic hosted 
by Old Inlet Bait & Tackle.  She took home $200 and the Nicole Born 
Memorial Trophy.  Deb Weichardt with 92 points secured 2nd Place and 
$100 as well as a new rod & reel while Monica Bayless rounded out 3rd 
place with 77 points earning $50 and a new tackle box. 
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Jackie Young from Chadds Ford, PA finished September with a bang 
landing this true 30” doormat flounder weighing in at 10.6 lbs. at Lewes 
Harbor Marina.  She was fishing on a private boat at Site 10 with Brian 
Glembocki and mate Harry Glembocki using marinated squid in peeler oil.

10 year old Colton Rhoad from Berlin, MD ad libs to provide scale for 
this mid October tuna trip on the charter boat “Husevo”!  Capt. Vic 
Little with mate Shannon Ehringer put Colton’s Dad Zachary and crew 
in the Washington to land these 5 yellowfin tuna.
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There were no surprises when Rich ‘Delicious’ Daiker got in on the hot 
October tuna run last year!  He and the crew of Capt. Scott Andrews and 
Mike Haun hit it hard landing a 68” bigeye tuna and 5 nice yellowfin 
while chunking in the Washington Canyon.
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Capt. Joe Drosey on the charter boat “Rhonda’s Osprey” finished September strong landing these 2 big eye tunas and a nice yellowfin.  Perhaps 
this was a harbinger of the October tuna run to come, but either way twin big eyes at 219 lbs. and 220 lbs. is a great day!
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2021 is in the books, but it is always 
fun to look back on the year that was!  
The following is a week by week 
review of the Coastal Fisherman’s 
Delaware reports with the issue dates 
in bold!

May 5, 2021
It was colder than it was last year, 
but the tog were still biting in good 
numbers.  The rock walls of the Indian 
River Inlet were also yielding some 
keepers.  Bluefish were around the 
near shore wrecks.  They were mostly 
small and not in the numbers we have 
seen in past years.  Small flounder in 
the back bays were starting to show 
up, but keepers stayed mainly in the 
channel by the IR inlet.  Sandra and 
Nick Roof from Dover caught a nice 
black drum off of Broadkill Beach.
Offshore the cooler weather also 
limited the action.  Normally by this 
week we would have seen yellowfin 
and bluefin tuna and even a mako, 
not so in 2021.

May 12, 2021
Black drum were the fish to target.  
Morrice Miskovitz caught a big 77 lb. 

drum at the inshore wrecks.  Flounder 
catches saw a surge in both overall 
quantity and keepers.  The Lewes 
Canal was the top spot with some 
action in the back bays, but nothing 
consistent.  Several slammer bluefish 
were caught at the inshore wrecks 
and the surf had a nice mix of smaller 
fish with rockfish, blowfish, small 
blues and some random flounder 
being reeled in.
Offshore the water remained cold 
with only a few boats venturing to the 
canyons.  Those that did made long 
90 mile rides south to the Norfolk 
looking for warmer water.  The “Hot 
Lick” ran south and caught the first 
bluefin tuna for the season in 1000 
fathoms in the Baltimore Canyon.  
The “Black Magic” released a 75 lb. 
mako in the same area.

May 19, 2021
Sea bass season opened with a bang!  
Opening day fell on a Saturday and 
the weather was perfect.  Capt. BJ 
headed out himself to the Del Jersey 
Reef and was greeted by a fleet of 
at least 300 boats.  Low wind made 
drifting difficult.  The Lewes Canal 

remained the hot spot for flounder 
with fish up to 23” being reported.  
Tog fishing remained strong in the 
deeper waters as did the bluefish 
and the evening striper bite.  The Old 
Inlet Bait & Tackle held their Spring 
Surf Fishing Tournament, however 
fishing was tough.
Offshore the colder water continued 
to dampen the action.  Several shark 
releases were reported from the 
Rockpile in 300’.  Unlike the week 
before, no tuna to report however 
anglers on tuna trips did find tilefish 
and sea bass for their efforts.

May 26, 2021
It was the official kickoff of summer 
with the Memorial Day Holiday.  It 
also found the popular Joe Morris 
Memorial Flounder Tournament 
fundraiser hosted by Lewes Harbour 
Marina.  Fishing was restricted to 
the Lewes Canal, but that was OK 
because it was on fire!  Ricky Blitz took 
top honors with his 4.44 lb. flounder.  
The Del Jersey Reef was still the best 
spot for sea bass.  The tog season 
closed until July and elsewhere the 
bite slowed inshore and off the beach. 
Offshore - We did get a report of the 
first thresher shark of the season 
caught at the Twin Wrecks that 
measured 81” and 267 lbs.  We were 
seeing more bluefin tuna arrive with 
the “Gringo Loco” out of Lewes 
boating 2 blues from the Washington.  
A few boats were still making the 
long runs to the Norfolk Canyons 
and beyond and found blue marlin 
bites.

June 2, 2021
Sea bass remained the big catch with 
fish at any of the nearshore wrecks.  
Flounder started to show up at A 
Buoy and the nearshore coral areas, 
most were still undersized.  Keepers 
were still being found, however, in 
the Lewes Canal with the main or 
VFW channels in the IR Bay.  While 
the rock fishing over all was slow, 
Henry Busby managed to catch and 
released a 37” fish from the surf.  
Bluefish could be found at the Inlet 
mostly on the south side and kingfish 
were in the surf.
A strong Nor’easter moved through 
the area making the weekend a 
washout offshore.  However as 
anglers headed out Monday we saw 
that the tuna had fully arrived.  The 
crew of the “Blood Money” landed 
both the first bigeye and yellowfin 
tunas of the season.  Tilefish continued 
to be an additional catch on the tuna 
trips and we got a report of the first 
mako shark catch for the season from 
the Fingers in 20 fathoms.  The Capt. 
Ike II brought a huge 309 lb. thresher 
shark to the scales at Hook’em & 
Cook’em at the Indian River Marina.

June 9, 2021
Cooler temps didn’t seem to affect the 

fishing.  Sea bass catches remained 
positive.  While the Del Jersey Reef 
remained strong, the fishing pressure 
from the previous 2 weeks were 
starting to show with the throwback 
ratio growing.  Keeper flounder 
catches also jumped up nicely.  The 
coral near B Buoy was a hot spot 
nearshore, and in the bay, the main 
and VFW channels remained the best 
choices.  Surf fishermen found good 
size sandbar sharks in the suds and 
a lot of rays!  Anglers also reported 
kingfish were in the waves in much 
better numbers than previous years.
With warmer water moving in 
offshore, it was time for the tuna 
run!  The Poor Man’s Canyon was 
where almost all the action was 
with many double digit catches of 
yellowfin along with some bluefin 
tuna.  The first ‘over’ bluefins were 
also reported.  Shark reports came in 
from the Hambone and Fingers and 
a 129.9 lb. mako was found in the 
Poor Man’s.  Still no reports of white 
marlin.

June 16, 2021
This week started with storms and 
lightning, followed by the planned 
implosion of the towers and structures 
of the Old Indian River Power Plant.  
What a week!  The storms cleared 
by the weekend and allowed for 
some nice fishing.  The amount of 
keeper flounder coming from the 
Old Grounds picked up as well as the 
nearby coral beds.  With water temps 
finally hitting 64°, the fish were more 
aggressive.  Those that knew some 
holes in the bay were finding a couple 
keepers as well.  Sea bass fishing 
remained strong, but many of the top 
spot had been hit hard resulting in a 
lot of throwbacks.  Bigger fish were in 
deeper water.  Striper fishing was still 
slow and the surf was still showing 
mainly kingfish with some shad and 
spots mixed in.
Offshore we saw the first white marlin 
of the season caught by the “Tuna 
Fowl” in the Washington Canyon.  
The warmer water continued its 
march north making the southern 
Poor Man’s Canyon the hot spot 
with reports of yellowfin and bigeye 
tuna as well as our first mahi and 
swordfish for the season.

June 23, 2021
Cool mornings and warm afternoons 
were the setting with excellent 
fishing!  Flounder inshore remained 
strong with action picking up in the 
bay as well; mostly on the edges of 
the main and VFW channels.  Some 
nice sized sea trout were also found in 
the inlet while the Lewes Canal action 
slowed for flounder.  The throwback 
ratio was about 6:1 for keeper sea 
bass and anglers were finding some 
sheepshead mixed in, our first of the 
season.  Rockfish and bluefish were 
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being caught at night in the inlet.
Offshore we saw dusky sharks as 
well as lots of dogfish around the 
nearshore areas.  Our first cobias 
were also reported from the same 
areas as was the first wahoo from 
the Washington.  Yellowfin remained 
strong, still in from the lower Poor 
Man’s through to the Norfolk 
Canyons.  The bigeye bite slowed, 
but those landed were larger.  On the 
marlin front, the first blue marlin was 
released by the “Blood Money” in 
the Washington Canyon.  As of this 
week, all of the First Fish we track 
were reported except longfin tuna.

June 30, 2021
Cooler weather slowed fishing a little 
and we begin to see crowds hitting 
the water.  Flounder remained solid 
nearshore and in the bay.  High winds 
made drifting more difficult offshore, 
and in the bay the fish remained 
mostly on the edges of the channels.  
Warmer water finally put some 
pressure on the sea bass moving 
them into deeper water around 100’ 
or deeper.
Offshore the tuna bite remained but 
cooled from the large catches earlier 
in June.  They were still to our south.  
The bigeye were getting bigger with a 
233 lb. tuna being caught by the “Kilo 
Charlie” and a 235 pounder from 
the “Ro Sham Bo”.  Both were in the 
Washington.  More blue marlin bites 
were reported, and white marlin were 
still hitting on anglers’ tuna spreads.  
Lastly peanut and small bull dolphin 
were hitting the docks in numbers.

July 7, 2021
Mid to upper 90°s had everyone 
flocking to the water for relief so 
the key was to get out early before 
the crowds if you were bay fishing.  
Nearshore the flounder were still 
hitting at the wrecks.  Site 11 and 
deeper wrecks were yielding keeper 
sea bass and flounder.  Stripers and 
bluefish were still at the inlet with 
the best action at night.  Kingfish 
remained the primary catch from the 
surf.
Offshore was tough as it seems 
mother nature pumped the brakes 
on the heavy action in June.  Tuna 
catches dropped to the single digits, 
mainly from the Washington and 
billfish releases were few and far 
between.  A couple of highlights were 
the 458 lb. thresher shark caught by 
Roy Badger at the Old Grounds and 
a 250 lb. mako caught by the “Reel 
Desire” in the Poor Man’s.

July 14, 2021
95° weather and wind from 
Hurricane Elsa forced many boats to 
stay at the dock.  For those that found 
a window to get out, the fishing was 
good.  Anglers at the Old Grounds 
were seeing fish over 20”.  Luke 
Horney was the winner of the Indian 
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River Marina Tournament with his 
5lb. 13 oz. flounder.  The sea bass 
continue to move deeper.  Many of 
the nearshore wrecks were now full 
of triggerfish with some spadefish 
and sheepshead.  More rockfish were 
being caught nearshore and in the 
surf, however they were small.
The offshore action remained tough 
as weather and preparation for the 
OC Tuna Tournament kept crews 
otherwise busy.  Some highlights 
were several large bigeye tunas from 
the northern and southern canyons 
in the 200 – 233 lb. range.  Yellowfin 
catches were usually in the single 
digits with sharks really impacting 
catches in the southern canyons.  
Billfishing remained tough as well, 
but some blues & whites were found 
in the southern canyons.

July 21, 2021
Record catches were being made all 
across the inshore sites.  Flounder 
remained the top fish and sea bass 
were still around with limit catches 
for anglers that put in the time.  
Deeper areas like the Coast Guard 
station were key for big flounder in 
the Indian River Bay and the Wall 
and Icebreakers were the hots spots 
in the Delaware Bay.  Croakers were 
plentiful, but lots of small fish.  We 
also got some reports of puppy drum 
(redfish) by the Power Plant.
Offshore was a little fickle with the 
southern wind and many boats were 
also prepping for the upcoming 
White Marlin Open.  The “Rhonda’s 
Osprey” found 9 yellowfin in the 
Poor Man’s Canyon and Fiore Celano 
III set the new record for Heaviest 
Bigeye in DE with his 171 lb. eyeball.  
We also had our first reported catch 
of a longfin tuna from the Baltimore 
Canyon completing the First Fish 
chart!  Billfishing was still spotty, 
however, some sailfish were released 
in the Washington.

July 28, 2021
Fishing was in full throttle as we hit 
mid-summer.  Flounder was again 
the top inshore target with the back 
bays full.  The catch in the ocean 
was the best in years.  Notably, Mark 
Bonk hooked a nice 8.8 lb. and 28” 
doormat from the Indian River Inlet.  
Outside of the flatfish, sheepshead 
were along the rocks at the Indian 
River Inlet, triggerfish were on most 
wrecks, bluefish and weakfish were 
kicking it at the Fenwick Shoal and 
sea bass were still here (even though 
the throwback ratio grew to 10:1).
Offshore saw generally good fishing 
with moderate weather.  Earlier in the 
week saw the tuna and white marlin 
bite turn on, only to moderate again 
as we approached the Huk Big Fish 
Classic.  Top tourney fish for 2021 
was a 301 lb. swordfish caught by 
the “Reel One” in the Washington 

Canyon earning a record $542,648.  
Yellowfin tuna dominated the tuna 
catch with most on the smaller end 
with a notable exception being a 111 
pounder caught by the “Chaser” in 
the Spencer Canyon!  Billfish catches 
were dominated by the swordfish 
due to the tournament, and marlin 
fishing remained spotty.

August 4, 2021
The flounder slowed due to very 
light winds.  Masseys Ditch and the 
Old Grounds were the best choice for 
keeper fish.  Bluefish and trout could 
be trolled up at the Fenwick Shoals.
As we were in full tournament season, 
the offshore fishing was dominated 
by the start of the White Marlin 
Open with 444 boats registered!  For 
billfish, the mid to lower Wilmington 
Canyon through to the Poor Man’s 
Canyon was the place to be.  Captains 
reported releases in the mid single 
digit for white marlin and single blue 
marlin.  Big wahoo were showing up 
at the Hot Dog and 19 Fathoms Lump 
including a 92 lb. speedster caught by 
the “That’s Right”.  Bigeye once again 
dominated the notable tuna action 
with several fish in the mid 200 lbs.

August 11, 2021
August weather was upon us and 
despite the heat, the back bays were 
still strong with flounder and croaker.  
The main channel near the Coast 
Guard station remained the best spot.  
Adam Miller caught an impressive 
22” weakfish on a 10 weight fly rod.   
Nearshore saw continued mahi and 
flounder on the wrecks.  Cobia was 
still quiet and sea bass slowed but 
was still way above the keeper ratio 
from past years. 
It was a heck of a week for fishing 
in the canyons with some amazing 
catches being reported from the 
White Marlin Open.  There were lots 
of whites weighted and the winning 
one was 85.5 lbs. and 76” caught 
on the “Sushi” deep in the Norfolk 
Canyon.  Their payout set a new 
tournament record at $3,238,160.  The 
top blue marlin was from the “Seven” 
with their 775 lb. winner from west of 
the Wilmington Canyon in only 300’.  
The boat also took the top spot for 
tuna with a 137 lb. bigeye from the 
Wilmington as well.  The mahi where 
in the low 30 lb. range and several 
wahoo made it to the docks with 1st 
Place going to the “El Azul” for an 84 
lb. fish.

August 18, 2021
Water temps hit the mid 70°s.  While 
this puts pressure on some species, 
it does bring opportunity for other 
fish.  Ribbonfish for example were 
at most of the nearshore wrecks.  
Flounder remained solid with the 
main channel in front of the Coast 
Guard Station being the hot spot.  
The IR Inlet area was also producing 
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Steve Henry had a Halloween treat on this trip from October 30th.  
He caught this 17” keeper flounder and an 18” one too using white 
Gulp drifting in the East Channel.  This is the power of a Coastal 
Fisherman t-shirt!!

tons of croaker and some sea trout, 
spanish mackerel as well as mostly 
undersized rockfish being caught at 
night.  Tim Morris took out a group of 
his buddies and caught their limit of 
flounder from 17” to 21” in the Lewes 
Canal.  Redfish were popping in the 
morning hours behind the Power 
Plant.  Those working the surf could 
find kingfish and pompano.  
Nearshore continued to have decent 
flounder catches with the Old 
Grounds being the top spot.  Anglers 
also found mahi and sea bass there as 
well
Offshore the bite was tough for the 
first half of the week but picked up 
toward the weekend.  The majority of 
our reports had billfish moving north 
and in deep water to the east and 
southeast of the Poor Man’s Canyon.  
Depth was consistent at 1000-1400 
fathoms so some diesel was burned 
that week!  Tuna were in the Baltimore 
and down to the Rock Pile.  The catch 
was mainly yellowfin in the 35 - 50 
lb. range, however a few bigeye were 
being found in the Baltimore Canyon.  
A lot of wahoo action was reported 
with fish in 40-50 lb. range and the 
mahi bite remained but mainly for 
smaller fish.

August 25, 2021
The ‘Second Season’ started and 
anglers enjoyed less crowded waters.  
Almost all fish species we see on our 
coast were present.    While flounder 
remained the strongest catch, redfish 
and sheepshead were being targeted 
as well. In the IR bay the main 
channels, Masseys Ditch and the 
VFW Slough remained the best spots 
for keeper flounder.  Croakers were 
everywhere with the best spots near 
the mouth of the IR Inlet or the rocks 
near the Coast Guard Station.  The 
inlet area was also yielding some nice 
weakfish and sea trout.  The channel 
behind the IR Power Plant was a good 
spot for these fish and redfish were 
really snapping there as well!  The sea 
bass were still biting despite the warm 
water.  Top spots were Site 11 as well 
as the Del Jersey Reef, very unusual 
for this time of year.  Anglers at Site 
11 were also finding tog and some 
keeper flounder.  Triggerfish and 
sheepshead were being found on the 
nearshore wrecks.  Anglers working 
the Fenwick Shoals found bluefish 
and sea trout as well as triggerfish 
on the wrecks.  Surf fishermen were 
getting a steady catch of kingfish and 
small pompano with croakers and an 
occasional shark thrown in!
Offshore the action was dominated 
by the MidAtlantic Tournament.  
Blue marlin was the top action.  The 
“Billfisher” brought in a huge 1,135 lb. 
blue marlin to the scales from below 
the Washington Canyon setting both 
a tourney record and a new record 

for Maryland.  The “Wolverine” also 
boated a 958 lb. blue from between the 
Spencer and Wilmington Canyons.  
Bigeye tuna were being caught in the 
100-175 lb. range, however the “Pipe 
Dreamer” found a pair of over 200 
lb. eyeballs in the Wilmington.  Mahi 
were most likely caught trolling open 
water off the Baltimore Canyons 
and some big wahoo were found a 
little more inshore at the Fingers and 
Sausages.

September 1, 2021
Anglers had nice mid 70s water, but 
with the lack of wind for a drift and 
high heat, fishing was uncomfortable.  
A nice surprise was that tarpon 
had been spotted and caught in the 
shallows of the back bays of the 
Indian River and outside of the inlet.  
In the back bays the VFW Slough and 
Masseys Ditch were the hot spots for 
flounder as long as you found moving 
water.   Near shore most wrecks were 
holding flounder with tons of small 
mahi thrown in.  This year large 
schools of mahi were as close as 6 
miles off shore.  Just north of A buoy 
on the outside coral was the place to 
be for these Taco Tuesday specials.  
Site 11 was still the hot spot for sea 
bass. The charter boat “Lucky Break” 
trolled up tons of spanish mackerel at 
the Fenwick Shoals using small Clark 
spoons.  Tom Casper found a nice 10.2 
lb. black drum at Masseys Ditch, a 
rare catch this time of year.
Offshore the blue marlin bite was 
some of the best we had ever seen.  
Mainly in the Baltimore and Poor 
Man’s Canyons, but it did cool by the 
weekend.  White marlin fishing on 
the other hand was spotty.  The tuna 
were still running with lower catch 
numbers during the week, however 
the weekend picked up with boats 
reporting 5 or 6 yellowfins per trip. 

September 8, 2021
While not too close, Hurricane Ida 
caused rough seas limiting many to 
staying near shore or in back bays.  
The water got dirty and churned up, 
however a few nice flounder were 
still caught in back bays, in the main 
channels, by the VFW and even by 
the Masseys Ditch boat ramp.  In the 
Lewes area, the canal fishing was slow.  
Earnie Stone however did find a nice 
6.72 lb. sheepshead at the Inner Wall 
in the Delaware Bay.  Off the beach 
the weather slowed the rockfish bite, 
even at night with heavy tidal flows.
Near shore were very rough seas 
however those that ventured off 
were rewarded with nice flounder 
and small mahi everywhere.  Diane 
Vansant was lucky enough to catch 
a big 27¼“ and 7.8 lb. flounder at the 
Old Grounds.  The Del Jersey Reef 
remained the hot spot for sea bass.
Offshore was tough for marlin with 
most drawing a blank for their efforts.  
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Tuna remained consistent with 
mostly yellowfins in the 40 to 50 lb. 
range being reported.  An exception 
was a nice 75 lb. yellowfin pulled 
from the Washington Canyon.

September 15, 2021
Water temps were still in the upper 
60°s and flounder and sea trout were 
abundant.  Flounder were on fire in 
the back bays with many anglers 
catching them over 25”.  George 
Magaw caught a doormat at 26” and 
9 lbs. near the Coast Guard station.  
The VFW Slough continued to be 
a hot spot with several limits over 
20” being caught.  Spot and croaker 
were all over the bay.  Pompano 
were being found in the surf during 
the day at the 3Rs with small blues 
and rockfish in the evening hours.  
Near shore the fish of the week was 
flounder.  The Fenwick Shoals were 
still holding nice spanish mackerel 
along with blues and triggerfish.  
Sea bass were to be found around 
the A Buoy.
Offshore the weather played her 
hand with high winds and Hurricane 
Larry made his appearance with 
high wave action.  For those that 
got out before the weather, the mahi 
slowed a bit from the previous week 
and marlin fishing remained tough.  
Captains did find fish in the Poor 
Man’s and the Baltimore Canyons.  

Tuna, specifically yellowfin, 
remained strong with multiple 
hookups common.  A notable catch 
was a 113 lb. allison yellowfin tuna 
caught on the “Primary Search” in 
the Washington.  While most mahi 
were bailer or peanut sizes, a 58 lb. 
bull mahi was caught by Brad Brin.

September 22, 2021
We ended this season with more 
warm weather and some of the best 
fishing we have seen in the month 
of September in years.  Mahi were 
still around for the taking but in 
lower numbers and not as easily 
found as in past weeks.  The Del 
Jersey reef and A buoy were the 
prime spots.  Big flounder were 
all around both inshore and in the 
bays.  Brian Hayden landed a true 
doormat there at 8.5 lbs. and 29”.  
The Indian River Power Plant and 
Masseys Ditch were the place for sea 
trout and James Roe notably caught 
a big one there on swim jigs.  On the 
wrecks near shore, sheepshead were 
everywhere with many anglers 
getting their limit catches.  The Del 
Jersey Reef was also the hot spot for 
sea bass.  
Swordfishing was in full swing in 
the Washington, however the hot  
tuna bite drew the anglers attention 
to chunking!  §
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Capt. Chris Little is crowned king of the tunas for 2021 at the Ocean City 
Marlin Club Seasonal Awards Banquet in October!  He and mate Josh 
Lowrey caught 468 tunas for the season to take 1st Place Tuna Caught 
by a Charter Boat breaking a 17 streak of the previous record holder!

It was a season of billfish for Capt. Ronnie Fields on the charter boat “Big 
Stick” taking both 1st Place Most Billfish Caught by a Charter Boat at 128 
releases as well as Most Billfish Caught by Any Boat at the Ocean City 
Marlin Club Seasonal Awards Banquet!  The boat also was honored with the 
Jimmy Jackson Memorial Award for Top Mates Brad Wilson and Jon Henry, 
and was the only boat in the 100 Club. He is pictured with Jackie Tenuto.

It was an amazing inaugural season for the new “Billfisher” built by Jon Duffie at his Duffie Boatworks taking several awards at the Ocean City 
Marlin Club Seasonal Awards Banquet in October.  They won awards for 1st Place Most Billfish Caught by a Private Boat at 78, Most Billfish 
Caught in One Day by a Private Boat at 10 as well as honors for Top Mates on a Private Boat for Noah McVicker and Jon Henry receiving the 
Jimmy Jackson Memorial Award.  Angler Judy Duffie also took 2nd Place for Top Lady Angler.  Pictured are Jonathan & Judy Duffie, Danny 
Gough, Noah McVicker, Jon, Kourtney, Colt and Georgia Duffie.
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At the Ocean City Marlin Club Seasonal Awards Banquet in October, several boats were recognized for finishing the season with notable 
billfish release stats.  The following boats released 25 to 49 billfish, “Grande Pez” (25), “Buckshot” (25), “Reel Joy” (25), “Tighten Up” (28), 
“Boss Hogg” (32), “D.A. SEA” (46), “Fish On” (48) and “Kilo Charlie” (49).  Reaching the “50 Club” level for releasing 50 to 99 billfish 
were “Pumpin Hard 58” (52), “Reel Chaos” (74), “Billfisher” (78), “Roll Groove” (79) and “Blood Money” (90).  Only the “Big Stick” made 
the exclusive “100 Club” for 2021 releasing a total of 128 billfish!

Capt. Mark Hoos and charter boat “Marli” owner Mike Bostic accept the 
award for 2nd Place Tuna Caught by a Charter Boat for the 417 landed 
in 2021 at the Ocean City Marlin Club Seasonal Awards Banquet in 
October.  It is the 18th year the “Marli” has been in the top three 
spots for most tuna with 17 at number 1!
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The crew of the “Game Changer”, Capt. Fred Husman, Capt. Kurt Howell, 
mate Zane Rutt, Capt. Matt Husman and Kai Husman where honored 
with several awards during the Ocean City Marlin Club Seasonal Awards 
banquet last year.  For 2021 the “Game Changer” was recognized for the 
Most Tuna Caught by a Boat 29’-38’, 2nd Place for Most Billfish Caught by 
a 29’-38’ Boat and this trophy for the Heaviest Wahoo caught at 97.5 lbs.

Scott Dolmetsch, owner Chris Kinsley, mate Burro Gonzalez, and Capt. 
Howard Lynch from the “Kilo Charlie” took home several awards 
during the Ocean City Marlin Club Seasonal Awards Banquet.  For 2021 
they were recognized for 2nd Place Most Billfish Caught by a Private 
Boat with 49 releases, being part of the “Club 25” as well as the Most 
First Billfish Caught by a Private Boat.

Capt. and owner Hank Draper pictured with his wife Amy from the 
“Prime Hook” took home a top honor earning 1st Place for Billfish 
Caught by a 29’-38’ boat with 11 releases during the Ocean City Marlin 
Club Seasonal Awards Banquet last October.

The honors for Top Junior Angler in 2021 for the Ocean City Marlin Club 
Seasonal Awards was competitive.  It was especially notable because two 
brothers were battling for the top spot.  When it was all said and done Cash 
and Cutter Stanton tied at 5 billfish releases a piece to share to top spot!

Jackie Tenuto shares a big smile while accepting her trophy for 
being the 1st Place Top Lady Angler during the Ocean City Marlin 
Club Seasonal Awards Banquet last October.  Jackie released 13 
billfish during the 2021 season.
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The “Roll Groove” was on a roll in 2021.  The crew of Patrick Snipes, Josh Shelton, 
Darren Helwig, Capt. Jake Farley, Jim Arnold, Steve Poore, Eddie Kehl and Charlie 
Coates accepted the award for the 3rd Most Billfish Caught by a Charter Boat 
during the Ocean City Marlin Club Seasonal Awards for 79 releases.  They also 
took home the award for Most Blue Marlin Caught by a Charter Boat (20) and 
Darren  was recognized as the 2nd Place Top Gentleman Angler for 27 releases.

Bill Pino, Zak Smith, Anthony Pino and Ernie Eckenrode accept an award for 
Most Billfish Caught in One Day by a Charter Boat during the Ocean City 
Marlin Club Seasonal Awards for the 10 they released while on the “Blood 
Money”!  The boat was also recognized for 2nd Most Billfish by a Charter (90), 
catching the 1st Blue Marlin of the season and being in the “50 Club”.  Zak was 
also recognized as the 3rd Place Top Gentleman Angler for 11 releases. 

Capt. Eddie Zajdel with mate Domenic DeSanto of the charter boat “The 
Zipper” earned their Ocean City Marlin Club Seasonal Award for 2nd Place 
Billfish Caught by a 39’-48’ Boat by releasing a total of 18 billfish in 2021.

The “Bill Slayer” took first place in the Most Tuna Caught by a 39’-48’ 
Boat for 2021 during the Ocean City Marlin Club Seasonal Awards 
Banquet in October.  Capt. Chris Ragni, mate Michael Lewis and 
owner Chess Hedrick are pictured with a photograph of Chris’ father 
the late Capt. Chris F. Ragni.

Capt. Ron Vito and Robin Ritter accept the award for Most Billfish 
Caught by a Boat 28’ and Under during Ocean City Marlin Club Seasonal 
Awards Banquet for the “Sea Hunt” which released 3 billfish.

Capt. Jeremy Blunt, Piper Blunt and Capt. Bobby Layton of the “Wrecker” 
took home two awards during the 2021 Ocean City Marlin Club Seasonal 
Awards Banquet.  They are pictured here with one for 3rd Place Tuna 
Caught by a Charter Boat for a total of 227 as well the award for Heaviest 
Dolphin for a monster at 49 lbs.
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The Coastal Fisherman is 
an advocate for marine 
conservation and efforts to 
grow our fisheries.  The Ocean 
City Reef Foundation (a 501(c)3 
nonprofit) leads the effort in 
Maryland to build more artificial 
reefs since the state dropped its 
program in 1997.  Capt. Monty 
Hawkins is the President of the 
Foundation and we asked him 
to give us an update on what’s 
going on!  Remember the OCRF 
is funded by donations, so 
please consider them as you 
review charitable giving.

Ocean City Reef Foundation 
Update 2022

When the State of Maryland 
sank a barge in 1988 - I watched. 
Then a year later, they sank 
a 300’ WWII submarine, the 
“Blenny”.  I watched that too. 
About that time I also began to 
see fishing get a lot better at the 
African Queen Reef where those 
early reefs had been deployed.  
More was to come, a couple 
tugboats were sunk and a barge 
load of tire units went down 
too.  We also benefited from 
the Army’s ‘Operation Reef Ex’ 
where dozens of Vietnam era 
tanks and armored personnel 
carriers were dropped on two 
of our reef sites.  With each new 
piece of artificial reef, I saw 
fishing change for the better 
- especially the catching.  I 
learned we could “Make Fish” 
just about anywhere!  You could 
turn any barren patch of sand 
into productive fish habitat - 
just build reef! 
  Within a decade, however, 
the state of Maryland dropped 
the program from their budget 
in 1997.  That year the Nichols 
family decided to take action 
and had papers drawn up for 
a non-profit — the Ocean City 

After early winter 22 molds 
were constructed using a mini 
fiberglass plant in a donated 
garage.  I am hopeful we can 
soon distribute OCRF pyramid 
molds to additional concrete 
plants to take advantage of their 
wash-out as well.  In a little over 
a year, we already have dropped 
more than 400 pyramids and 
34,500 concrete reef blocks on 
the bottom at various reefs. 
  We also have begun giving 
reef pyramids to the Maryland 
Coastal Conservation 
Association (CCA) to build 
oyster reef in the Chesapeake 
Bay.  Just this last summer they 
deployed over 300 pyramids 
alongside their Reef Ball 
Artificial Reef Unit Program.  
Like the pyramids, these three 
dimensional ‘balls’ create 
habitat for oysters and fish.
It may be hard for some to 
fathom, but the true bluewater 
we used to have offshore has 
been long lost at inshore spots 

like the Jack Spot, and today 
sometimes it is even hard to 
find it in one hundred fathoms.  
Those bluewaters were a product 
of the biofiltered bay waters.  
When oysters and other filtering 
organisms remove excess algae 
& nutrients, estuarine outflows 
become clear.  The Mid-Atlantic 
bight’s marine waters have 
grown greener and greener 
since the 1970s.  You need 
only note how white marlin 
have moved further & further 
offshore through the period. The 
only way to restore bluewater 
and bluewater species back 
inside the twenty fathom line is 
through oyster restoration. 
   We surely can’t do it all, but we 
can help.  It is doable and today 
we have fully restored fabulous 
oyster reefs where three decades 
ago very few thought we’d ever 
succeed. 
  Turn the ocean blue & fill it 
with fish!
   No one’s on salary at the OCRF.  
Whether fund raising, working 
with the Army Corps reef 
permit compliance monitoring 
or especially getting more 
substrate on the bottom -- every 
donation helps build more reef. 

Visit ocreefs.org to help. §

Early OCRF Pyramids being made using the fiberglass molds the 
foundation created!An OCRF Reef Pyramid gets deployed! 

Reef Foundation.  In the twenty-
five years since, this small non-
profit has done what it can 
with limited private funding 
to better Ocean City’s current 
and future fishing and diving 
opportunities. 
   In the last year OCRF developed 
several new reef locations!    
Crocker ’s Reef was created with 
a 200 ft. barge loaded with 220 
tons of precast cement. The PJ 
Aldridge Reef, Nanna & Barry 
Daub’s Reef at Russell’s Reef, 
and the Reynolds Florance 
Memorial Reef were created as 
well and a big 85 foot tug was 
sent below in deep water at the 
Bass Grounds. 
  Earlier in the year we also 
created the DP Bishop Barge 
Reef in shallow water at the 
Bass Grounds.  This 52 x 22 
footer was loaded with reef 
pyramids, blocks, plus many 
tons of concrete rubble loaded 
by Absolute Demolition. It’s 
already a super-sweet reef! 
OCRF has also created our 
own mold for a ‘Reef Pyramid’.  
This is a two-man lift, boat-
deployable reef unit that was 
designed to capture waste 
cement in industry.  
   Atlantic Concrete in Dagsboro, 
DE was first to use our mold 
to capture some of their waste 
product.  Then Bear Concrete in 
Newark, DE got on board and 
now a large firm near York, PA 
are all filling these molds on a 
weekly basis.  We even have an 
Eagle Scout applicant building 
pyramids and intends to site 50 
from the stern of my boat the 
“Morning Star”.
  With our molds now at three 
major cement plants and 
producing these reef pyramids, 
we know the concept of 
capturing waste cement works. 

A 52’ barge is sunk to create Crocker’s Reef
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The staff at Seahawk Sport Fishing played hooky right before 
Thanksgiving and went rock fishing.  They caught quite a few quality 
stripers with many released for another day!

This tog is not getting away from young Jesse Whip from Myersville, 
MD!  He was fishing with his ‘Pappy’ Patrick Ross on the bulkhead by 
the East Channel in Ocean City on Chicago Avenue when he landed this 
15” tog using sand fleas.
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Big flounder were to be found last fall!  Angler Jesse Kegley found 
this true doormat at the Del-Jersey Reef in early November using 
Gulp.  The fattie measured 9.2 lbs. and 27” at Rick’s Bait & Tackle in 
Long Neck, DE.

Norm Buczik chose to use some heavy gear when he went out to the 
Ice Breakers in the Delaware Bay in late October to chase sheepshead.  
Lucky that he did because he got this big 11.36 lb. ‘convict’!  Pictured 
at Lewes Harbour Marina.
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There were several great tournament moments in 2021 with some great fish and great payouts!  The biggest payout went to Capt. Charley Pereira 
and the crew of the “Sushi” for the 85½ lb. white marlin that Butch Wright caught in the Norfolk Canyon.  This winner earned the single largest 
payout in White Marlin Tournament history at $3,238,155 in total prize money!
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The weather came to play during the 2nd Annual Bishop Broadbill Bash in 
mid October causing the normal 3 day event to be reduced to 2.  The majority 
of the 15 boats went out the first day and it was the last boat to the scales that 
took 1st Place and tied for 2nd Place in the Swordfish Division as well as 
1st Place for the Heaviest Stringer.  Capt. Dennis Bennett with mate Garrett 
Simpson on the “Southern C’s” took anglers Gus Croll, Phil Hastins, Kyle 
Salmon, Mark Rodgers and Will Hall out to the Washington Canyon to find 
a pair of swords in 1300 ft. and 68° water.  The largest measured 78” and 
weighed in at 218 lbs with the 2nd Place fish at 58 ½” and 102 lbs.  The pair 
earned the crew a total of $16,355 in award money.

Day one of the 2nd Annual Bishop Broadbill Bash saw most of the 
action from the fleet of 15 boats.  Bad weather had reduced the 
tournament to two days with the first having the best forecast.  The 
“Gret’s Three J’s” brought the first swordfish to the scales that they 
found in the Poor Man’s Canyon in 1200 ft. and warm 74° water.  
Angler Sean Davie hooked the 2nd Place winner using dolphin 
belly.  Rounding out the crew were fellow anglers Glen Fedal, John 
Conrad, Rico Laberto and JR Bilney with Capt. John Griffith and 
mate Jeff Landis.  Pictured at Sunset Marina.

The crew of the “Southern C’s” accept their winnings of $16,335 for 
taking 1st and 2nd Place in the Swordfish Division and Heaviest Stringer 
during the 2nd Annual Bishop Broadbill Bash.  Capt. Dennis Bennett 
with mate Garret Simpson are pictured with Tournament Title Sponsor 
Brendan Hanley of Pure Lure and artist George Kalwa. 
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The Heaviest Tuna award for the 2nd Annual Bishop Broadbill bash went to the 
crew of the “Kilo Charlie” for this nice 202 lb. bigeye tuna.  Angler Chris Kinsley 
landed the monster in the Washington Canyon on a ballyhoo in 1400 ft. and 72° 
water.  Anger Scott Dolmetsch also landed a 41 lb. yellowfin tuna creating a 2nd 
Place Stringer weight of 243 lbs earning a combined total of $33,030 in prize 
money.  Capt. Howard Lynch was at the helm with mates Burro Gonzalez, Pete 
Pedleton and Lawrence Alisel in the pit!

The “Buckshot” took 3rd Place in the Heaviest Stringer Division during 
the 2nd Annual Bishop Broadbill Bash in mid October.  Anglers Cutter 
and Dian  Stanton with CJ Miller, Capt. Gary Stamm and mate Andreas 
Kyle were chunking butterfish in 1200 ft. in the Washington Canyon 
where they caught a total of 5 yellowfin tuna.  The three heaviest took 
3rd place with a weight of 163 lbs.
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Anglers on the “Primary Search” Joe Tight, Shane Denkins, Steve Hull, Jeff 
Scott and Scott Sizer had some fun with Capt. Austin Ensor and mate Brian 
Suschke during the 2nd Annual Bishop Broadbill Bash!  They put their pink 
Pure Lure overalls to work chunking butterfish in the Washington Canyon 
for Jeff and Scott to land matching 51 lb. yellowfin tunas.

The first boat to the scales on Day 1 of the 2nd Annual Bishop Broadbill 
Bash was the “Fish On”.  Capt. Andrew Dotterweicht and mate Jake 
Emche had anglers Todd Willard, Jack Willard, Luke Hardin and Hunter 
Biden chunking butterfish in the Washington Canyon in 100 fathoms.  
They landed 10 yellowfin tuna in total for the day and were only 3 lbs. 
short of a tie for the 3rd Place Heaviest Stringer with theirs at 170 lbs.
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As most of our reader know, we use a lot of terminology and some 
slang to describe equipment, fish, locations, etcetera!  We do get 
questions on these so we thought a Glossary would be interesting.  
It is not a complete list by any imagination, so it you have a term 
to add, email it to us at CoastalFisherman@comcast.net!!

What Did They Mean?

Fattie/Flattie - Usually referring to a flounder or fluke
Bailer Dolphin - This phrase is used to describe a small dolphin, 
usually in the 2 to 5 pounds range and small enough to lift into the 
boat by grabbing the leader.
Ballyhoo - The ballyhoo is a baitfish of the halfbeak family and are 
frequently used as cut bait and for trolling purposes by saltwater 
sportsmen.  Ballyhoo are distributed in tropical-warm temperate 
latitudes on both sides of the Atlantic in Florida where they inhabit 
shallow bank areas or grassflats associated with coral reefs.
Calcutta - Fishing tournaments of all kinds create opportunities for 
anglers to not only participate in these events for a set guaranteed 
prize money, but to also invest in specific categories based on their 
interest or ability to invest!  These additional categories above 
and beyond the tournament entrance fees are commonly called 
Calcuttas.  For example you can enter the White Marlin Open for a 
relatively small entrance fee and then enter the Calcuttas that you 
want.  For example there are Small Boat Calcuttas to allow smaller 
boats to compete against each other.  Likewise there are options for 
heaviest fish by species (Tuna, Marlin, Dolphin, etc), daily catch, 
most billfish releases and some sizable Winner Take All choices.  
Most of these are funded by the anglers or bats paying the specific 
Calcutta fees.  These fees can add up if a boat wanted to enter all 
Calcuttas in a tournament, or go ‘across the board’ as it is called.  
The combined totals can exceed $50,000 for the larger events.
Chains - Like spreader bars, a Daisey chain is a combination of 
lures run sequentially in line.  Unlike bars, these chains only have 
a single line or chain.  
Chunking - This is a type of fishing whereby baitfish is cut into 
pieces and tossed over the side to attack fish.  There are slight 
variations by species targeted, but the concept is to create a ‘slick’ 
of bait to attract the fish to the boat versus trolling for them.  This 
a popular method for tuna fishing certain times of the year in the 
DelMarVa area and usually results in enormous amounts of butter 
fish being put into the Poor Man’s Canyon!  In this method, pieces 
of butter fish are put overboard with only 1 have a hook in it.  As 
they sink and the tuna snap up the feast, eventually one hits the 
piece with a hook.  It is very exciting to see tuna swarming behind 
a boat at anchor in a frenzy and can make for exciting multiple 
hookups.
Convict - Convict is a nickname for sheepshead given to them due 
to their notable stripes!
Covered Up - this term refers to when a boat has fish on all the 
hooks they have in the water.  
Cut Bait - While we try to specify what bait is being used, 
sometimes we are only told ‘Cut Bait’.  This is simply any fish 
cut to size to fit the rig or hook.  Common types in our area are 
bunker, mullet or spot.
Deep Dropping - Deep dropping is exactly what it sounds like.  
Dropping that bait DEEP.  Deep dropping can be distinguished 
from bottom fishing when you are dropping baits deeper than 300 
feet. Most anglers who deep drop and have a good depth sounder 
or good location coordinates so that they can find an abundance 
of tasty bottom fish.  Often used in reference to swordfishing.
Dink 20 or 30 - This refers to smaller reel sizes and bait (typically a 
naked ballyhoo).  Reels ranging from 1000 - 3500 (aka 10 to 35) are 
typically used to target smaller fish and most often white marlin 

on our area.  Reels over 4000 or ’40’ are made for larger fish.  So 
we will remark if a large fish like a tuna is caught on one of these 
smaller ‘Dink’ reels as it makes landing the fish much harder.
Doormat - Large flounder are often referred to as ‘doormats’ 
due to their size and flat profile.  While subjective, we use a 26” 
minimum for the moniker.  Actual doormats that look like flounder 
are available at many local stores for those so inclined!
Flotsam - This is a term for floating debris on the ocean surface.  
This can be anything from natural items like weed lines or logs to 
artificial items like buckets, buoys, coolers, etc.  Why they matter 
is certain fish like to be under these items for shade or to chase the 
baitfish.  For us most notably that would be mahi.

Gaffer - A ‘gaffer ’ fish is one considered large enough to use a 
gaff to get it into the boat.  It is usually used to differentiate or 
highlight that the fish caught is larger and is used often when 
referencing mahi.  
Grander - Used in reference to a fish caught that is over a thousand 
pounds, usually in reference to marlin.  For example the 1,135 
lb. blue marlin caught by the “Billfisher” during the 30th Annual 
MidAtlantic was a true ‘grander ’!
Green Machine - The Green Machine is a classic offshore trolling 
lure which tempts virtually every pelagic in the ocean and tops 
the list of big winners.  The original Green Machine offered by 
Sevenstrand consisted of a clear plastic bullet head with green 
beads inside, followed by a green glitter-flecked skirt. The 
company changed hands several times and there are a million 
knock-offs out there today. You’ll find versions ranging from eight 
to 12 inches, but ask just about any old-timer and he’ll tell you 
that the original is still the best.

go to for many in our area.  Flounder fisherman for example love 
the Gulp Swimming Mullets and use several colors and sizes to 
see what is working on any specific day.  We try to get details 
on color and type of Gulp! used, but some captains consider that 
information state secrets! 
Ilander - Iland is a brand name for a family of trolling lures made 
by L & S Tackle with metal heads, artificial etyes and colored 
skirts.  They come in several models, sizes and color variations 
and while there is a specific model ‘The Ilander ’, any one is 
commonly referred to an Ilander.  This is why we try tp specify 
model or color when possible.
Kite Fishing -  Offshore kite fishing is a sport fishing technique 
used to keep live bait on the surface of the water to attract and 
catch surface feeding predators. It is used in Florida along the 
Atlantic coast and in the Caribbean for sailfish. It is also used for 

Flotsam/Weed Line

“Green Machine”Gulp - We often refer to baits 
used in shorthand versus the 
products full names.  One of the 
most popular brands of artificial 
baits comes from Berkley Fishing.  
While they offer a broad range of 
offerings for many species, their 
family of Gulp! Soft baits are the 
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Man in the Brown Suit - This is a traditional name for the fish 
cobia.
Naked Ballyhoo - A naked ballyhoo is just that, a ballyhoo rigged 
with no other lure or skirt.
Furuno Omni or Sonar - While not a new technology, Sonar has 
been used in commercial fishing for a several years.  Advancements 
in technology and pricing have however expanded the usage for 
recreational users, even though the cost to install one can run over 
$100,000.  This allows for the boat to effectively ‘see’ it’s target 
and trajectory in the water.  The device lowers an array below the 
boat like an upside down periscope and can operate at speeds up 
tp 16 knots.
Otter Tails - We often refer to baits used in shorthand versus 
the products full names.  One of the newer brands over the past 
couple of years comes from local company SquidNation and their 
‘Otter ’ family of artificial baits including Tails, Tubes and Spoons.  
Flounder fisherman for example love the Otter Tails for their 
effectiveness and durability and use several colors and sizes to 
see what is working on any specific day.
“Outside” the Canyon - Often Captains reference a catch as being 
outside of a specific canyon, for example ‘outside the Washington 
Canyon’.  This means the boat has moved east of the canyon 
proper.  Additionally depending on what inlet the boat departed 
from, ‘outside’ could mean Northeast or Southeast of the canyon 
depending on their approach.  This is why we try to get depth 
information and other location indicators to help narrow down a 
location.
Over - Some regulations, mainly with tuna, allow anglers to catch 
a certain amount of fish under a certain length and a different 
number for fish over a number.  So for example in 2022, the Federal 
Size & Creel Limits for bluefin tuna allow for one fish to be kept 
per vessel that are 47” to 73” in length.  The are referred to as 
‘overs’.
Peanut Mahi - Peanut dolphin are the small, hand sized juveniles.
Pitch Bait - A ‘Pitch Bait’ is as it sounds, a rod, reel and bait 

blackfin and yellowfin tuna, dolphin or mahi-mahi, wahoo, black 
grouper, and yellowtail snapper.  It involves a kite from which 
a drop line hangs, attached to a lure or bait. The kite is flown 
over the surface of a body of water, and the bait floats near the 
waterline until taken by a fish. The kite then drops immediately, 
signaling to the fisherman that the bait has been taken, and the 
fish can then be hauled in. 
Knothead - This is a nickname for black sea bass due to the 
pronounce lump in the top of their heads.
Limit - This expression is used when a private or charter boat 
catches the allowed amount of fish by the state for federal creel 
limits.  Often used in reference to tuna catches as well as sea bass, 
but can apply to any species with a creel limit.
Loran Lines and #’s - Fisherman still refer to popular fishing 
locations using numbers from a legacy navigational system 
called Loran-C for LOng RAnge Navigation.  During this systems 
operation run from the1950’s to 210, Loran lines were included on 
most charts (see image below) and were used to reference fishing 
or catch locations versus an actual longitude and latitude, thus 
providing a location, but not exact!  Since the system went off 
line these lines have been dropped from most charts, however 
historical charts are still available from the Office of Coast Survey.

Loran Lines
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already rigged and ready to pitch in the water when a fish shows 
up!  These can use live or dead baits and are often used when an 
unexpected fish shows up that won’t take a lure already in the 
water, or pops up around a spreader bar or dredge.
Release - Modern sport fisherman are leaders in the conservation 
efforts for the species found inshore and offshore with many 
fisherman fishing for sport and ‘releasing’ most of what they 
catch.  In our context this phrase mainly refers to marlin caught 
and released.  Most billfish tournaments have a release only 
Calcutta or are release only events, so when we mention a boat 
or angler had ‘x’ releases that means they were able to hook a 
fish and get it to the boat and document that the crew had the 

sublegal fish (currently under 28”).
Skirt - A ‘Skirt’ is typically a lure with a heavy head with colored 
ribbons or fibers flowing from the head.  If held upright the ribbons 
can look like a skirt.  So when we mention for example a ‘Skirted’ 
Ballyhoo, that is a ballyhoo that has had some type of lure attached 
in front of the head to add weight and the skirt covers part of the 
bait.
The Slot - When a state or federal regulation only allows a fish to 
be kept if it is between a minimum or maximum size.  For example, 
rockfish in Maryland for 2021 may only be kept if they are 28” or 
more, but no more than 35”.  So a phase like “Gina caught a rockfish 
at the top of the ‘slot’ “ would mean her fish was toward the 35” 
maximum.
Squidnation - Squidnation is a company with headquarters in 
Maryland that makes a variety of lures, artificial baits and equipment.  
They are often referenced by boats that use their spreader bars or 
chains or for the use of their artificial baits in the Otter Tails family.
Sterling - Sterling is a manufacturer of spreader bars, dredges, daisy 
chains and other items like the Joe Shute Lure.
Stretch Lure - There are many companies that make ‘stretch’ lures 
with the most notable being Manns Bait Co.  Stretch Lures are some 
of the most effective lipped trolling lures because these lures to get 
down to where the fish are and are great for a variety of saltwater 
species from stripers and bluefish to big game fish like tuna and 
marlin.  A model number usually follows the name such as a ‘Stretch 
20’.  As the model number increases, so does the size of the lure and 
its depth range.
Throwback Ratio - This phrase refers to the ratio of how many fish 
you need to catch to retain a certain amount of legal size fish.  For 
example for sea bass or flounder we might say the ration was 5:1, or 
5 fish caught for every keeper.
Tax Man - a phrase used when a fish in on the hook but a shark takes 
some or all of the fish before it can be brought to the boat.  Usually 
happens in southern waters/canyons and most notably with tuna.
Top & Bottom Rig - The top and bottom rig is one of the most 
universal rigs used by Anglers up and down the East Coast and 

fish under control in the water or got the leader to the tip of the 
rod.  Once the specific criteria is met, then the fish is released 
unharmed.
Roy Rig - The ‘Roy Rig’ is a lure developed by avid local fisherman 
Big Bird Cropper.  Over his years of fishing he has modified a jig 
head and shank to maximize impact on flounder, sea trout and 
bluefish. 
Schooler or Schoolie Fish - In general these are smaller fish of 
a species, so for example a schoolie striper would be a small or 
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throughout the Chesapeake Bay. It is a simple rig mainly for bottom 
fishing, but it can yield great results.  While they can come in many 
variations, the basic concept is a rig with a weight to reach the bottom 
with 2 lines that trail above it with lures or bait.  IE a ‘top’ bait and a 
‘bottom’ bait.  This dual system can entice fish on or near the bottom 
since it offers 2 hooks at different levels.
Trolling Pattern locations - Sometime we mention what line a fish 
hit on the boats trolling pattern.  For example a lot of tuna have 
hit on a ‘widetracker’.  Other names include Flat Line, Long Line, 
Shotgun and Way Back.  An example with other names are in the 
image above.
Under - Some regulations, mainly with tuna, allow anglers to catch a 
certain amount of fish under a certain length and a different number 
for fish over a number.  So for example in 2022, the Federal Size & 
Creel Limits for bluefin tuna allow for two fish to be kept per vessel 
that are 27” to <47” in length.  The are referred to as ‘unders’.
Canyon Wall - This term is used when captains report fishing on 
the edges of the canyons, typically described as the west or the one 
closest to shore or the outer east wall.
Widetracker - This refers to a type of spreader or tracker bar that is 
designed to move outwards to the port or starboard to get the lures 
‘wide’ in the spread.  They can move as far as 30’ outwards from a 
normal spreader bars patterns and put the lures into cleaner water 
outside of a boats wake.  They have proven very effective for tuna in 
the last several years.
X for Y on Bites - We often report tuna catches and marlin releases 
using a phrase like … ”Charter Boat Boss Hogg went 4 for 5 on white 
marlin today”.  This basically tells us they hooked 5 marlin for the 
day and got 4 to the boat.  The 5th most likely was able to jump off 
the hook or the tackle failed.  For tuna the expression has a slightly 
different meaning.  As tuna travel in schools, it is common for a boat 
to hook up with multiple tunas at the same time.  So for this example 
a boat could have 5 tuna hooked and boat 3, or they went 3 for 5.  
Fighting that many tuna at the same time makes it difficult to keep 
the lines clear and so sometime some break off.

Fishing Locations

800 Square - This popular fishing location is at the intersection of 
two old Loran C lines, the 41800 & 26800.  These old Loran lines are 
referenced by the last 3 numbers vs the all five, so this area is referred 
to as the 800x800 or 800 Square.  It is located in the Washington 
Canyon.
2nd Street Bulkhead/Chicago Avenue - A popular spot to get access 
to the Ocean City East Channel from land is the bulkhead & walkway 
that parallels the water from 2nd Street north to 4th Street.  The road 
adjacent is Chicago Avenue.  There are rocks to deal with, but for the 
angler that can manage them this can be a productive spot.
Bass Grounds - Large schools of this game fish will lay claim to this 
area as the Bass Grounds, which is located about 12 miles due east 
of Ocean City Inlet. This particular spot has always been popular 
for anglers seeking sea bass and tautog, both of which congregate 
within the submerged rubble of an artificial reef.
Bass Pots - pots used to catch sea bass and have buoys to mark them 
on the surface that fish can congregate under.
East & West Channels in OC - The main East Channel is the deep 
channel on the east side of the Ocean City bay between the draw of 
the Route 50 Bridge north to 14th Street. The gray townhouses at 
14th Street are part of the Harbor Island Residential Complete.
DA or ‘A’ Buoy - This marker is about 14 miles slightly south east 
from the Indian River Inlet and is one of the markers for commercial 
traffic headed into the Delaware Bay.   Just 2 miles north of this 
marker are a series of lumps that can rise up to a depth of only 8 
fathoms surrounded by depths ranging from 10 to 14 fathoms.  The 
areas hosts an array of coral reefs and wrecks.
Delaware Light or Lightship - Heading out of the Indian River Inlet 
on a course of 120 DEGREES for about 20 miles will get you to this 
former location of an actual Lightship.  It is now a large floating 
platform acting as both a light and transmitter for commercial traffic 
headed into the Delaware Bay.  The floating platform attracts tiny 
baitfish, small dolphin, various species of shark and lots of bluefish.

Fathom Lines - We will sometimes mention a Fathom Line in 
describing a catch location.  Nautical charts will show these fathom 
line that follow a certain depth.  For example the 100 Fathom line or 
Natural 100 follows the outer edge of between the offshore canyons 
and outlines the canyons themselves.  It is roughly the continental 
shelf.  There are also fathom lines at 10, 20, 30 & 50.
Fenwick Ditch - The Fenwick Ditch connects the northern 
Assawoman Bay with the Little Assawomawwn Bay.  The northern 
end is a productive fishing spot.
Hambone - The Hambone is just approximately 30 miles due east of 
Ocean City Inlet. This lump rises to within 19 fathoms of the ocean’s 
surface with surrounding depths plummeting to 27 fathoms, thus 
forming an offshore oasis for a multitude of species.
Hot Dog - Among the most popular summer hotspots for a wide 
range of species is the Hotdog. This 18-fathom lump is situated 
approximately 35 miles due east of Ocean City Inlet and is surrounded 
by depths ranging from 24 to 37 fathoms.
Jack Spot - The Jack Spot is a vast uprising from the ocean’s floor that 
ascends to within 8 fathoms of the surface. The surrounding depths 
rapidly fall off to 17 fathoms, thereby the half-mile-long structure is 
similar to an oasis in the midst of otherwise bleak bottom. 
Masseys Ditch - Masseys Ditch is located just northwest of the Indian 
River Inlet and is at the eastern tip of the Long Neck, DE peninsula.  
There is a Masseys Landing Public Boat ramp on the ditch.
Ocean City Airport - While many catch reports reference this 
Municipal Airport that is approximately 5 miles south of the Rt. 
50 Bridge as the crow flies, the flounder are actually caught in the 
Sinepuxent Bay located to the east.  From the bay you can see the 
approach lights and part of the runway.
Ocean City Commercial Harbor - Almost directly west from the 
Ocean City Inlet is a harbor for several commercial fishing and 
offshore work.  When referred to as a fishing location, in general 
that means the mouth of the harbor outside of the long pier or at 
the entrance to Sunset Marina wrapping around north around the 
Martha’s Landing community.
Old Grounds - The Old Grounds is a popular fishing area due to its 
productivity and relative closeness.  It is about 15 east south east of 
the Indian River Inlet.
Artificial and Natural Reefs - These terms are most often used by 
party boat captains who prefer not to divulge their fishing spots! 
Rt. 50 Bridge - This is probably obvious as is the bridge that connects 
the Ocean City peninsula with the western side of the Ocean City 
Bay.  The bridge has sidewalks on the both sides that allow anglers 
to fish the pilings that support the bridge.  It is a great location for 
flounder, bluefish and small rockfish and you can find angler fishing 
at almost any hour of the day!
Stinky Beach - On the west side of the bay and just south of the Rt. 
50 Bridge you will see a sandy beach where vacationers are fishing 
or just sunbathing. This is Homer Gudelsky Park (Some locals still 
call it by it’s old name, Stinky Beach). It’s real deep here and there 
are some holes that go down to 40 feet. There are lots of potential for 
snags, but some real nice flounder are caught here. Tautog are there 
too if you use live or frozen sand fleas.
Thorofare - The Thorofare sees a lot of flounder!  It is located on the 
west side of the Ocean City Bay, just offshore of a residential area 
called Captain’s Hill. It’s deep next to the houses and just offshore 
there’s a yellow house where locals say they catch a lot of big 
flounder. Going north, you will see Buoy #6 and from there you can 
follow the marshes back just offshore of a development called Isle of 
Wight to Buoy #16. By the time you hit #16 you are almost opposite 
Ocean Pines and can see the Route 90 Bridge in the distance.
VFW Slough - this is channel located in the southern part of the 
Indian River Bay and garners it’s name for being just off shore of the 
VFW Post 7234 at the northern tip of Cedar Neck Rd.  It is known for 
flounder and for being difficult to navigate due to shallow waters on 
the approach and shifting sands.
The Inner and Outer Walls - Just past the Roosevelt Inlet in Lewes, 
DE, there are two rock jetties known for tog and sheepshead fishing.  
The longer of the two is called The Outer Wall and because the Ocean 
is on one side.  The shorter Inner Wall has the bay on both sides.  §
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The private boat “Black Magic” with Capt. Robert Remo at the helm got in 
on the hot tuna action in October during the 2nd Annual Broadbill Bash.  
He took anglers Ethan Sutphin, Chris Graves, Art Boykin and George 
Sherrin to the Washington Canyon to chunk for tuna.  Mate Eric Thibodeau 
put some butterfish to work and the crew landed 3 nice yellowfin tuna in 
the 40 lb. class adding up to a stringer weight of 148 lbs. combined.

Our own Big Bird Cropper kept his striper streak going well into 
November with this pretty 30” rockfish he landed using one of his 
Roy Rigs.   He was fishing with Shaun Flaherty on the legendary 
“Lost Time” at the North Jetty near the Ocean City Inlet.
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Steve Henry got a real treat on his first offshore trip on the private boat 
“Kilo Charlie”.  Capt. Howard Lynch with mate Burro Gonzalez headed 
out to the Wilmington Canyon where they landed 8 mahi included these 
two gaffers as well as 2 skipjack tuna.  The mahi were caught on the troll 
using naked ballyhoo.

The Rt. 50 Bridge in Ocean City continues to deliver great opportunities  
for several species.  A great example is this big bluefish that Karen 
Dunkes raised in late September!  At 12½ lbs. it was the Heaviest 
Bluefish reported in Maryland last year.
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October flounder fishing held out last year and this group found a bunch just before Halloween while fishing in the East Channel with Capt. Brian 
Behe on the charter boat “Get Sum”.  These flwatties all fell for Gulp White Swimming Mullets.  Pictured at the Ocean City Fishing Center.
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AM PM AM PM Moon AM PM AM PM Moon AM PM AM PM Moon AM PM AM PM Moon AM PM AM PM Moon

1 7:05 7:07 12:07 12:58 1 9:01 9:18 2:35 2:51 1 9:01 9:29 3:03 2:51 1 9:49 10:22 4:07 3:29 1 10:10 10:41 4:22 3:44

2 7:50 7:56 12:59 1:42 2 9:35 9:55 3:20 3:26 2 9:36 10:05 3:45 3:24 2 10:31 11:02 4:48 4:07 2 10:52 11:18 4:59 4:26

3 8:30 8:40 1:48 2:23 3 10:08 10:31 4:04 4:01 3 10:14 10:42 4:27 3:58 3 11:14 11:42 5:31 4:49 3 11:35 11:56 5:36 5:12

4 9:07 9:22 2:36 3:02 4 10:43 11:08 4:49 4:35 4 10:54 11:21 5:11 4:35 4 11:59 6:14 5:35 4 12:18 6:13 6:02

5 9:42 10:01 3:23 3:41 5 11:21 0.492 5:36 5:12 5 11:36 5:58 5:17 5 12:24 0.532 6:57 6:27 5 12:34 0.044 6:52 6:56

6 0.429 10:42 4:12 4:19 6 12:02 6:27 5:53 6 0.503 12:22 6:48 6:04 6 1:10 1:38 7:38 7:22 6 1:17 1:55 7:32 7:54

7 10:55 11:24 5:04 4:59 7 12:33 12:48 7:21 6:40 7 12:53 1:13 7:38 6:56 7 1:58 2:34 8:19 8:21 7 2:04 2:51 8:17 8:54

8 11:35 5:58 5:41 8 1:27 1:43 8:17 7:32 8 1:48 2:11 8:26 7:53 8 2:50 3:30 9:01 9:22 8 2:58 3:50 9:05 9:58

9 12:13 12:23 6:56 6:27 9 2:33 2:46 9:14 8:30 9 2:47 3:13 9:12 8:53 9 3:43 4:25 9:47 10:25 9 3:55 4:49 9:58 11:04

10 1:14 1:19 7:56 7:18 10 3:43 3:51 10:10 9:32 10 3:44 4:11 9:57 9:56 10 4:35 5:17 10:36 11:28 10 4:53 5:47 10:55

11 2:29 2:24 8:59 8:15 11 4:42 4:49 10:59 10:35 11 4:36 5:03 10:41 10:58 11 5:26 6:09 11:27 11 5:51 6:46 12:08 11:54

12 3:40 3:27 10:00 9:16 12 5:31 5:40 11:42 11:34 12 5:23 5:51 11:25 11:57 12 6:18 7:02 12:28 12:19 12 6:50 7:47 1:07 12:52

13 5:36 5:23 0.494 11:16 13 6:14 6:27 12:20 13 6:08 6:39 12:09 13 7:12 7:58 0.058 1:11 13 7:50 8:46 0.085 1:48

14 6:21 6:14 12:35 14 6:55 7:12 12:27 12:56 14 6:55 7:27 12:51 12:53 14 8:08 8:56 2:17 2:03 14 8:51 9:42 2:54 2:43

15 7:02 7:00 12:09 1:11 15 7:36 7:56 1:15 1:32 15 7:42 8:17 1:42 1:38 15 9:05 9:53 3:09 2:55 15 9:51 10:35 3:46 3:38

16 7:39 7:43 12:55 1:43 16 8:17 8:41 2:02 2:10 16 8:32 9:08 2:32 2:23 16 10:04 10:49 4:03 3:49 16 10:48 11:26 4:38 4:35

17 8:16 8:26 1:39 2:14 17 9:00 9:27 2:48 2:50 17 9:23 10:02 3:23 3:11 17 11:02 11:45 4:59 4:48 17 11:44 5:31 5:36

18 8:53 9:07 2:21 2:46 18 9:45 10:14 3:36 3:33 18 10:16 10:57 4:16 4:03 18 12:01 5:57 5:50 18 12:14 12:41 6:23 6:38

19 9:31 9:49 3:04 3:22 19 10:31 11:05 4:27 4:20 19 11:11 11:55 5:13 4:59 19 12:41 1:04 6:54 6:56 19 1:03 1:42 7:14 7:41

20 10:09 0.439 3:50 4:00 20 0.472 5:22 5:13 20 0.507 6:13 6:01 20 0.068 2:13 7:49 8:02 20 0.079 2:47 8:03 8:44

21 10:49 11:17 4:38 4:43 21 12:00 12:15 6:23 6:11 21 12:57 1:17 7:15 7:08 21 2:38 3:23 8:42 9:07 21 2:46 3:51 8:51 9:46

22 11:33 5:32 5:32 22 1:03 1:20 7:28 7:16 22 2:05 2:32 8:16 8:17 22 3:35 4:27 9:32 10:11 22 3:38 4:50 9:39 10:46

23 12:07 12:22 6:31 6:26 23 2:19 2:37 8:34 8:26 23 3:15 3:48 9:13 9:26 23 4:28 5:22 10:20 11:12 23 4:29 5:42 10:27 11:44

24 1:08 1:21 7:35 7:26 24 3:40 4:00 9:38 9:37 24 4:18 4:53 10:08 10:32 24 5:14 6:10 11:07 24 5:16 6:28 11:17

25 2:24 2:35 8:44 8:33 25 4:49 5:09 10:38 10:47 25 5:11 5:47 10:59 11:34 25 5:55 6:54 12:09 11:53 25 6:02 7:11 12:37 12:04

26 3:51 3:58 9:54 9:45 26 5:46 6:06 11:33 0.493 26 5:57 6:35 11:46 26 6:35 7:34 1:00 0.524 26 6:47 7:51 1:23 0.533

27 5:08 5:13 0.458 10:56 27 6:33 6:55 12:21 27 6:37 7:18 0.521 12:29 27 7:16 8:13 1:45 1:15 27 7:33 8:28 2:04 1:29

28 6:09 6:15 11:59 28 7:15 7:39 12:46 1:04 28 7:14 7:57 1:19 1:08 28 7:59 8:50 2:27 1:53 28 8:19 9:05 2:41 2:08

29 7:00 7:09 12:01 12:50 29 7:52 8:19 1:36 1:42 29 7:50 8:33 2:04 1:45 29 8:43 9:27 3:06 2:29 29 9:03 9:41 3:16 2:46

30 7:45 7:56 12:58 1:34 30 8:27 8:55 2:21 2:18 30 8:28 9:08 2:46 2:20 30 9:26 10:05 3:45 3:06 30 9:46 10:16 3:49 3:25

31 8:25 8:39 1:49 2:14 31 9:08 9:45 3:26 2:54 31 10:28 10:50 4:21 4:06

AM PM AM PM Moon AM PM AM PM Moon AM PM AM PM Moon AM PM AM PM Moon AM PM AM PM Moon

1 11:08 11:25 4:54 4:51 1 12:04 5:33 6:16 1 12:39 5:56 7:05 1 1:55 2:56 7:50 9:03 1 2:08 2:41 7:51 8:36

2 11:49 5:30 5:40 2 12:14 12:55 6:20 7:16 2 12:50 1:46 6:54 8:10 2 3:17 4:08 9:00 10:03 2 3:21 3:41 9:00 9:30

3 12:02 12:32 6:09 6:34 3 1:04 1:57 7:13 8:20 3 1:57 3:05 7:58 9:17 3 4:32 5:08 10:11 10:59 3 4:22 4:32 10:06 10:20

4 12:42 1:21 6:53 7:32 4 2:04 3:10 8:12 9:27 4 3:14 4:22 9:06 10:22 4 5:33 5:59 11:17 11:50 4 5:15 5:17 11:06 11:07

5 1:28 2:19 7:41 8:34 5 3:14 0.184 9:15 10:35 5 4:30 5:25 10:17 11:22 5 6:26 0.281 12:17 5 6:02 0.249 11:58 11:50

6 0.1 3:24 8:34 9:39 6 4:26 5:32 10:22 11:39 6 0.233 6:20 11:24 6 6:14 6:26 12:36 12:10 6 6:44 6:36 12:46

7 3:27 4:31 9:31 10:47 7 5:32 6:32 11:29 7 6:32 7:08 12:16 12:26 7 6:57 7:04 12:18 12:59 7 7:23 7:13 12:29 1:29

8 4:32 5:36 10:33 11:53 8 6:34 7:26 12:36 12:32 8 7:24 7:53 1:03 1:20 8 7:38 7:41 12:56 1:44 8 7:59 7:52 1:07 2:11

9 5:36 6:39 11:38 9 7:32 8:16 1:27 1:29 9 8:12 8:34 1:46 2:11 9 8:16 8:18 1:33 2:28 9 8:34 8:31 1:42 2:51

10 6:38 7:38 12:52 12:39 10 8:26 9:02 2:13 2:22 10 8:57 9:13 2:26 2:58 10 8:53 8:57 2:09 3:12 10 9:10 9:12 2:18 3:32

11 7:39 8:34 1:46 1:37 11 9:17 9:45 2:56 3:13 11 9:38 9:51 3:04 3:45 11 9:31 9:37 2:45 3:57 11 9:47 9:54 2:55 4:15

12 8:39 9:26 2:36 2:32 12 10:04 10:26 3:38 4:03 12 10:19 10:29 3:42 4:33 12 10:11 10:20 3:23 4:46 12 10:26 10:38 3:35 4:58

13 9:36 10:14 0.142 3:26 13 10:49 11:05 0.181 4:55 13 10:59 11:08 0.181 5:23 13 10:54 11:06 0.169 5:37 13 11:07 11:25 0.18 5:40

14 10:28 10:58 4:11 4:20 14 11:33 11:44 5:02 5:50 14 11:41 11:50 5:00 6:17 14 11:41 11:57 4:52 6:29 14 11:50 5:08 6:21

15 11:19 11:41 4:57 5:17 15 12:19 5:45 6:47 15 12:27 5:44 7:13 15 12:35 5:44 7:18 15 12:16 12:38 6:03 7:01

16 12:09 5:44 6:16 16 12:27 1:10 6:31 7:46 16 12:37 1:21 6:32 8:10 16 12:56 1:32 6:41 8:04 16 1:12 1:29 7:00 7:42

17 12:24 1:02 6:32 7:16 17 1:14 2:11 7:19 8:45 17 1:31 2:25 7:26 9:06 17 1:58 2:28 7:41 8:46 17 2:11 2:23 8:01 8:26

18 1:09 2:00 7:19 8:16 18 2:09 3:21 8:11 9:44 18 2:33 3:31 8:24 9:59 18 2:57 3:19 8:42 9:27 18 3:07 3:15 9:04 9:13

19 1:57 3:05 8:07 9:17 19 3:10 4:27 9:06 10:42 19 3:37 4:27 9:23 10:46 19 3:49 4:05 9:42 10:07 19 4:00 4:07 10:07 10:04

20 2:51 0.174 8:56 10:17 20 0.174 5:19 10:04 11:33 20 4:35 0.217 10:23 11:28 20 0.192 4:49 10:39 10:49 20 0.202 4:57 11:07 10:56

21 3:47 5:09 9:47 11:16 21 5:06 6:02 11:01 21 5:25 5:54 11:19 21 5:21 5:33 11:32 11:31 21 5:43 5:48 12:02 11:47

22 4:42 5:58 10:41 22 5:55 6:40 12:17 11:53 22 6:10 6:33 12:04 12:11 22 6:07 6:17 12:21 22 6:36 6:41 12:53

23 5:33 6:41 12:09 11:34 23 6:41 7:17 12:54 12:40 23 6:53 7:13 12:38 12:58 23 6:54 7:04 12:14 1:09 23 7:30 7:35 12:38 1:43

24 6:21 7:20 12:55 12:22 24 7:24 7:54 1:27 1:23 24 7:36 7:53 1:12 1:43 24 7:43 7:53 12:58 1:57 24 8:24 8:30 1:29 2:33

25 7:08 7:57 1:34 1:06 25 8:07 8:31 1:56 2:04 25 8:19 8:34 1:48 2:27 25 8:34 8:44 1:45 2:47 25 9:18 9:26 2:21 3:25

26 7:53 8:33 2:08 1:46 26 8:48 9:08 2:27 0.115 26 9:03 9:17 2:26 3:12 26 9:27 9:37 2:34 0.153 26 10:11 10:23 3:16 0.181

27 8:37 9:08 0.11 2:25 27 9:30 9:47 3:00 3:29 27 9:49 10:02 0.13 4:00 27 10:22 10:34 3:27 4:38 27 11:04 11:23 4:15 5:16

28 9:19 9:44 3:09 3:05 28 10:11 10:26 3:36 4:15 28 10:38 10:50 3:52 4:53 28 11:21 11:36 4:26 5:39 28 12:00 5:19 6:12

29 9:59 10:19 3:39 3:47 29 10:55 11:08 4:17 5:06 29 11:31 11:43 4:42 5:51 29 12:24 5:31 6:40 29 12:30 12:59 6:26 7:08

30 10:39 10:55 4:13 4:32 30 11:43 11:55 5:03 6:03 30 12:30 5:38 6:54 30 12:48 1:33 6:40 7:39 30 1:44 2:03 7:34 8:01

31 11:20 11:32 4:50 5:22 31 12:43 1:39 6:41 7:59 31 2:59 3:04 8:42 8:50

High Low
Apr.Mar. May

High Low High LowHigh Low
June

High Low
July

High Low
Aug.

High Low
Sept.

High Low
Oct.

High Low
Nov.

High Low
Dec.
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This was a fun trip with Bill Pino from Squidnation and Otter Tail lures 
with Capt John Prather of “OC Guide Service” on the charter boat “Lucky 
Break” with Capt. Jason Mumford.  They scored 4 keeper flounder at the 
East Channel as well as several throw backs.  All the fish were caught on 
Gulp Plugs with Otter Tails on ¼ oz jigs on the incoming tide.  

Anglers Scott & Trey Gettier, John Timmons, Tom Keough, Chris Bogdan 
& Andy Mayr fished on the charter boat “Reel Fun” with Capt. Rob 
Skillman and mate Jamie.  They were chunking in the Washington 
Canyon in October and caught 7 nice yellowfin tuna and a bonita for fun!
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Fishing check list - Blood worm, check; king fish spot rigs with red floats, check; 1 oz. sinkers, check; custom flag for social media posts, CHECK!  
Capt. Richard Harpel and Sam Zaqzouq from Lewes, DE aka ‘Flip N Fins’ were at it again in late October.  They hit their limit of perch fishing the 
Rehoboth/Lewes Canal!
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Capt. Jeremy Blunt kept chasing the late season tuna well into November!  
This trip on the 11th to the Poor Man’s Canyon (his 93rd in 2021!) found 
6 nice yellowfin tunas and a gaffer dolphin.  Pictured at the Ocean City 
Fishing Center.

Bob Haltmeier caught this pretty 19” red drum in November using 
sand fleas while fishing off of the Oceanic Fishing Pier at the Ocean 
City Inlet.
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The Big Fish Classic Tournament presents another donation to the Ocean City Fire Department for $10,000 as part of their on going support.  Pictured 
are tournament organizers Stephen & John Lewis, Brian Roberts and Sean Welsh with fire department members past Chief David Cropper, Deputy 
Chief Moe Cropper, Board Member David Hedges and President Jay Jester with firefighters Norm Bradford and Bill Tillman.  They are pictured with 
the new 62,800 lb. Heavy Rescue Truck #1.
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Angler Nick Ager and friends caught 4 good size red drum in the 
surf off of Assateague Island’s beach in late September during the 
run.  3 were over 45” and one was in the slot at 27”  All fish were 
caught using spot.

The “Southern Run” returned from Palm Beach to it’s OC home in 
September just in time for some hot marlin fishing.  Capt. Dan with mates 
Cory & Eddy hooked 4 white marlin on this trip for owner/angler Richard 
& Lena Robinson and fellow anglers Ken Harwanko & Eric Anderson.
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You cannot get much fresher seafood than fish from the Fishing Vessel “Seaborn” located at the Commercial Harbor in West Ocean City.  
They post what they are catching and have fresh on Facebook and Instagram almost daily.  They also catch a wide range of rare fish and 
crustaceans.  In early December they caught some pomfrets (an ocean delicacy on the left) and in mid-October they brought in the 145 lb. 
opah shown on the right!  Both were caught east of the Washington Canyon using whole squid.

Tipsy Tiki captain Jeremy Michalski and his lovely wife Rebecca of Ocean 
City MD, went out for a fishing date on the  boat “Bound and Determined” 
for what turned out to be a beautiful October morning. They went to the 
African Queen and caught their limit of 8 flounder and three bonus sea bass.  
Fish were all caught on bluefish strips and Gulp. Rebecca landed the largest 
flounder at 24½” and 5.5 lbs. 
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Angler Buddy Trala, Scott Carr and the ‘Z Man’ with Capt. Scott Walker and mates Josh Ardis and Jim Hukill had a big day on the private 
boat “Christine Marie” in September when they released 9 white marlin during a single trip!  They were fishing at the 461 Lump and also 
released a blue marlin estimated at 500 lbs.  Pictured in their slip at Sunset Marina.
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